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INTRODUCTION
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) is an operationally independent multimodal Bureau within the Commonwealth Department of Transport and Regional
Services. ATSB investigations are independent of regulatory, operator or other external
bodies.
In terms of aviation, the ATSB is responsible for investigating accidents, serious
incidents, incidents and safety deficiencies involving civil aircraft operations in
Australia, as well as participating in overseas investigations of accidents and serious
incidents involving Australian registered aircraft. The ATSB also conducts investigations and studies of the aviation system to identify underlying factors and trends that
have the potential to adversely affect safety. A primary concern is the safety of
commercial air transport, with particular regard to fare-paying passenger operations.
The ATSB performs its aviation functions in accordance with the provisions of the Air
Navigation Act 1920, Part 2A. Section 19CA of the Act states that the object of an
investigation is to determine the circumstances surrounding any accident, serious
incident, incident or safety deficiency to prevent the occurrence of other similar events.
The results of these determinations form the basis for safety recommendations and
advisory notices, statistical analyses, research, safety studies and ultimately accident
prevention programs. As with equivalent overseas organisations, the ATSB has no
power to implement its recommendations.
It is not the object of an investigation to determine blame or liability. However, it
should be recognised that an investigation report must include factual material of
sufficient weight to support the analysis and conclusions reached. That material will at
times contain information reflecting on the performance of individuals and
organisations, and how their actions may have contributed to the outcomes of the
matter under investigation. At all times the ATSB endeavours to balance the use of
material that could imply adverse comment, with the need to properly explain what
happened, and why, in a fair and unbiased manner.
The 24-hour clock is used in this report to describe the Brisbane local time of day,
Eastern Standard Time (EST), as particular events occurred. Eastern Standard Time
was Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) + 10 hours. Times are accurate to within
30 seconds of reported or recorded events1.

1

Times for recorded flight data (elapsed timeframes) and meteorological data (UTC) have been
converted to EST to assist the reader.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 18 January 2001, VH-TJX, a Boeing 737-476 aircraft, encountered microburst
windshear at 0729 EST while conducting a go-around from runway 19 at Brisbane
aerodrome2 during an intense thunderstorm. The aircraft was operating a scheduled
fare-paying passenger service from Sydney to Brisbane.
As the aircraft passed 1,000 ft during the landing approach, it encountered rain and
some isolated hail. The approach lights for runway 19 were visible to the crew, and the
pilot in command elected to continue the approach. At about 500 ft, the weather
deteriorated rapidly, and the aircraft encountered hail and turbulence. The pilot in
command discontinued the approach and applied go-around engine thrust. The
aircraft commenced to climb normally at about 3,600 ft/min, however, shortly after the
go-around was initiated, the climb performance substantially reduced to less than
300 ft/min due to the effects of the microburst downdraft and from flight through
heavy rain. The pilot in command applied maximum engine thrust to improve the
aircraft’s climb performance, and advised the Aerodrome Controller that the aircraft
had encountered severe windshear.
The crew then diverted the aircraft to Maroochydore, where it landed without further
incident.
The Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) issues severe thunderstorm warnings to the public
when their intensity is expected to produce dangerous phenomena, such as hail with a
diameter of more than 2 cm, wind gusts in excess of 90 kph (48.5 kts), flash floods, and
tornadoes. BoM issued severe thunderstorm warnings for the Brisbane area to the
public at 0552 and 0654. At 0635, BoM issued a warning for Brisbane aerodrome,
forecasting the presence of thunderstorms with possible hail and gusts exceeding 41 kts
between 0700 and 0900. At 0715 BoM issued a lightning alert for Brisbane aerodrome.
There was no requirement for Airservices Australia to receive such aerodrome warnings
or lightning alerts from the BoM, and they did not do so.
The Brisbane aerodrome forecast, issued by BoM at 2021 on 17 January, contained
information that thunderstorms with associated gusts of 42 kts were expected in the
vicinity of Brisbane aerodrome until 0300 on the 18 January. At 0213 on 18 January,
BoM issued an amended forecast for Brisbane aerodrome. The amended forecast was
valid until 0400 on 19 January, and contained no information to suggest that
thunderstorms were likely in the vicinity of Brisbane aerodrome throughout the
forecast period.
At 0613, TJX commenced ‘pushback’ at Sydney, and became airborne at 0622 for the
flight to Brisbane. The crew relied on the 0213 amended aerodrome forecast issued by
BoM, and was not aware of the 0552 public weather warning concerning the severe
thunderstorms south of Brisbane.
At 0630, BoM issued a routine aerodrome report for Brisbane aerodrome that
superseded the amended aerodrome forecast that was issued at 0213. The trend type
forecast appended to the routine aerodrome report included information that
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The term ‘aerodrome’ is used in this report to define an area of land (including any buildings, installations
and equipment) used either wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and surface movement of aircraft.

1

thunderstorms and rain showers were forecast during the period 0700 to 0900. The
controllers received that forecast at 0636 but did not pass it to the crew of TJX at any
stage.
The aviation-related forecasts for Brisbane aerodrome did not refer to thunderstorms
from 0213 until 0630, and the 0630 forecast did not contain information about the
phenomenon associated with severe thunderstorms that was included in the public
forecasts or in the 0635 aerodrome warning. BoM’s forecasting staff used different
criteria for the issue of public weather warnings and aerodrome terminal forecasts.
Public weather warnings were issued for the Brisbane metropolitan area whenever
radar or other evidence indicated that severe thunderstorms were present in, or
expected to enter, the designated warning area. The Brisbane aerodrome terminal
forecast was a statement of meteorological conditions expected for a specified period in
the airspace within a radius of five nautical miles of the centre of the aerodrome. The
public weather and aviation products could therefore at times present different
information.
The air traffic controllers at Brisbane relied on information contained in aerodrome
forecasts, routine aerodrome weather reports, and trend type forecasts issued by the
Bureau of Meteorology for Brisbane aerodrome. The controllers also relied on weather
radar images from the BoM weather radars. The information provided to controllers
from those images was to be used in conjunction with other weather information,
including that derived from airborne and other observations, to assist pilots with
decision making.
For some time before the occurrence, air traffic controllers in the Brisbane aerodrome
control tower were concerned about the visual appearance of the approaching
thunderstorm, and its image on their weather radar display. However, the terminology
and language used by air traffic controllers did not convey their concerns about the
intensity of the thunderstorm to the crew of TJX until the aircraft was on final
approach. The Manual of Air Traffic Services required controllers to pass hazard alert
information as soon as practical to aircraft likely to be affected by known hazards.
Had the controllers been provided with the aerodrome warnings and lightning alerts,
that additional information may have assisted them in determining if a thunderstorm
hazard alert should have been issued to the crews of approaching aircraft.
In this occurrence there was no effective mutual exchange of information between the
controllers and the crew. Had the controllers provided relevant information about the
storm to the crew, the crew may have been in a better position to determine whether it
was advisable to discontinue the flight towards an area of hazardous weather.
The crew’s decision to continue the approach may have been influenced by their
sighting of the aerodrome when they were on the downwind leg, and the runway 19
lighting system while on final approach. In previous weather-related occurrences,
crews have attempted to land because they had visual contact with the runway
environment. Investigation of those occurrences found that crew decisions to continue
the approach and landing may have been more compelling than the deteriorating
weather they were approaching.
The occurrence was regarded as a serious incident in accordance with Annex 13 to the
Convention on International Civil Aviation. It again highlights that thunderstorms and
convective activity in terminal areas are a significant issue in Australian and
international aviation. It also illustrates the significant adverse effect of heavy rain on
aircraft performance. The hazards associated with those weather conditions are not

2

solely confined to the presence of severe thunderstorms, and should not be underestimated.
Whenever thunderstorm activity is forecast, there is a potential for microburst
windshear and heavy rain. Aircraft in the landing, take-off, missed approach or goaround phases of flight are particularly vulnerable in or near thunderstorms. The
effects of microburst windshear and, to a lesser extent, the aerodynamic penalties
imposed by flight through heavy rain, can place an aircraft in a potentially-high-risk
situation.
This serious incident also highlights that without extensive Doppler weather radar
capabilities, and in the absence of appropriate systems designed to detect hazardous
wind shear in Australia, there is a need for collaborative decision making among
forecasters, controllers, pilots and operators during periods of intense or severe
convective weather.

3
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1.

FACTUAL INFORMATION

1.1

Sequence of events
17 January 2001

20213

The Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) issued an aerodrome forecast (TAF) for
Brisbane aerodrome, valid for the period 2200 on 17 January until 2200 on
18 January. The TAF was a statement of meteorological conditions
expected for a specified period in the airspace within a radius of five
nautical miles of the centre of Brisbane aerodrome. It indicated the
presence of thunderstorms with associated gusts of 42 kts during the
period 2200 on 17 January 2001, until 0300 on 18 January 2001, with a
requirement for 60 minutes holding during that period. It also indicated
the presence of rain and showers between 0300 and 2200 on 18 January
2001, with a requirement for 30 minutes holding during that period.

18 January 2001

0213

BoM issued an amended TAF for Brisbane aerodrome, valid for the period
0400 on 18 January 2001 until 0400 on 19 January 2001. It indicated the
wind direction and speed of 340 degrees (true) at 8 kts, visibility of 10 km,
FEW (1 to 2 OKTAS) of cloud at 1,500 ft, and SCT (3 to 4 OKTAS) of
cloud at 2,500 ft. The TAF also indicated that from 0900 the wind direction
and speed were expected to be 170 degrees (true) at 15 kts, Visibility of
3,000 m in rain showers was forecast, with BKN (5 to 7 OKTAS) cloud at
1,200 ft. Thirty minutes holding was specified for the period 0900 on
18 January 2001 to 0400 on 19 January 2001.
Comment:
The amended TAF did not indicate the presence of thunderstorms in the
Brisbane area. The BoM aviation forecaster and the shift-supervising
meteorologist considered there was less than a 30 per cent probability of
thunderstorms during the period covered by the amended TAF. They based
their decision on the fact that it was approaching the time of day when
thunderstorms were least likely to occur. Also, there was little upstream
thunderstorm activity observed on the BoM weather radar, and the observed
upstream thunderstorm activity was decaying.

0334

BoM issued a Lightning Alert for ground staff at Brisbane aerodrome4. The
alert noted that thunderstorms and lightning had been observed just
greater than 15 NM from the aerodrome, and that the storms were
expected to pass just to the north of the aerodrome.

0430

Thunderstorms were observed about 100 km south-west of Brisbane on the
BoM Brisbane weather radar. They were growing rapidly and moving eastnorth-east, and were expected to pass to the south of Brisbane.

3

Eastern Standard Time.

4

Airservices Australia did not receive Lightning Alerts issued by BoM, nor was it required to.

5

0552

BoM issued a Severe Thunderstorm Warning to the public5, advising that
an area of thunderstorms with damaging winds and large hail had been
observed on the southern border ranges south of Boonah. The warning
advised that the storms were moving east at about 50 km/hr, and that they
were expected to move toward the coast over the next hour or so.

0613

The BoM weather radar revealed that a thunderstorm had developed about
60 km south-southwest of Brisbane on the northern flank of an existing
area of thunderstorms.

0613

TJX commenced ‘pushback’ from the Sydney domestic terminal for its
flight to Brisbane, eight minutes behind its scheduled departure time.

0622:20

TJX departed Sydney (airborne time).

0630

BoM issued TTF METAR6 for Brisbane aerodrome. It forecast the presence
of thunderstorms and rain showers (TSRA) during the period 0700 to
0900.

0635

BoM issued an aerodrome warning for Brisbane aerodrome that forecast
the presence of thunderstorms with possible hail and wind-gusts in excess
of 41 kts between 0700 and 09007.

0636

Brisbane ATC received the TTF that was issued by BoM at 0630, but the
controllers did not pass the revised information to the crew of TJX.

0640:00

Brisbane tower controllers issued automatic terminal information service
(ATIS) ‘Juliet’. It included information on current wind direction and
speed, cloud and visibility. Runway 01 was the nominated runway for
departures, with runway 01 or 14 being nominated for arrivals.
Comment:
ATIS ‘Juliet’ did not include information that thunderstorms were present in the
Brisbane area.

0641:30

The Brisbane Tower Coordinator and the Approach Control Coordinator
discussed the weather that was approaching Brisbane from the south-west.
‘It’s definitely serious……there’s lots of lightning in that stuff down on the
RAPIC8 past Archerfield.9’

0654

6

BoM issued a Severe Thunderstorm Warning to the public. It reported that
several thunderstorms with possible damaging winds and large hail had
been observed from the near south-west of Brisbane extending to the
northern Gold Coast area, and that they were moving north-east at about
70 km/hour.

5

Airservices did not receive Severe Thunderstorm Warnings issued to the public by BoM, nor was it
required to.

6

The identifier METAR is used for a routine aerodrome weather report. The identifier TTF is used
for a ‘Trend Type Forecast’, which is a statement of trend appended to a METAR. SPECI is the
identifier for other non-routine weather observations.

7

Airservices did not receive aerodrome warnings issued by BoM, nor was it required to.

8

RAdar PICture. This is discussed in subsections 1.7.2 and 1.17.3.2.

9

All ‘quotes’ in subsection 1.1 of this report were sourced from air traffic control automatic voice
recordings.

0655:50

The Brisbane Aerodrome Controller and Approach Coordinator discussed
the approaching weather. They agreed that they would need to change the
active runway from 01, because arriving aircraft would not wish to fly
through the weather that was currently over Archerfield aerodrome,
located 14 NM south-southwest of Brisbane aerodrome.
‘Brisbane doesn’t look too hot from here.’

0700

BoM issued a TTF METAR for Brisbane aerodrome. It included
information that lightning had been observed to the south of the
aerodrome, and the appended trend continued to forecast thunderstorms
and rain (TSRA) for the period 0700 to 0900.

0701:55

TJX left FL 350 on descent into Brisbane.

0703:00

The crew of TJX transferred to the Gold Coast Sector Controller, who
advised them that because of weather, previous aircraft inbound to
Brisbane from the south had tracked overhead and then to about 20 NM
north of Coolangatta before tracking towards Brisbane.
‘Looks like the way to go.’ (Crew of TJX)

0706:30

Brisbane ATIS ‘Kilo’ was issued. It included information on current wind
direction and speed, cloud and visibility. Runway 19 was the nominated
runway for departures and arrivals.
Comment:
ATIS ‘Kilo’ did not include information that thunderstorms were present in the
Brisbane area.

0708

Brisbane ATC received the TTF that was issued by BoM at 0700.

0708:30

Brisbane ATIS ‘Lima’ was issued. It included information on current wind
direction and speed, cloud and visibility, and that a thunderstorm was
approaching from the south. Runway 19 was the nominated runway for
departures and arrivals.

0710:40

The Approach Coordinator called the Tower Coordinator to advise of the
latest weather conditions at Archerfield.
‘And for info……the last speci for Archerfield 32 kts coming through from
[garbled] ……’

0711.41

The Gold Coast Sector Controller provided the crew of TJX with details of
ATIS information ‘Lima’.

0715

BoM issued a Lightning Alert for Brisbane aerodrome. It noted that
thunderstorms and lightning had been observed within 15 NM of the
aerodrome, and that the storms were expected to move to within 5 NM of
the aerodrome before clearing within the next hour.

0715:30

The Gold Coast Sector Controller advised the crew of TJX to contact the
Approach South controller on frequency 125.6 Mhz.

0716:55

The crew of a Boeing 747, callsign JAL 76110, advised the Approach North
Controller that they did not wish to continue the approach into Brisbane,
because they had observed a thunderstorm over the aerodrome on their

10

JAL 761 was preceding TJX in the approach sequence.

7

airborne weather radar. The Approach North Controller offered the crew
the option of holding between 10 NM and 20 NM to the north-east of
Brisbane aerodrome, which was accepted by the crew.
0717:22

The Approach North Controller reported to the Aerodrome Controller that
the crew of JAL 761 had advised they did not wish to continue the
approach into Brisbane, as they had observed a thunderstorm over
Brisbane aerodrome on their airborne weather radar.
‘You can see (on) the radar it’s (the storm) getting close’ (Aerodrome
Controller)

0717:35

The Approach North Controller and the Tower Coordinator discussed the
inbound sequencing for an aircraft that was planning to depart
Maroochydore for Brisbane at about 0730. They also discussed the
approaching storm.
‘This’ll be right on us then…… it’s as black as the ace of spades.’ (Tower
Coordinator)

0718

BoM issued a TTF (aviation special weather) SPECI for Brisbane
aerodrome. It included information that TSRA had been observed, and the
appended trend forecast the presence of TSRA from 0718 until 0900.

0718:15

External private telephone call from a position in the air traffic control
tower cabin.
‘…there’s quite a dramatic big thunderstorm just moving up from the
south…’

0720:30

The Aerodrome Controller advised the Approach South Controller that the
approaching storm would probably affect arriving aircraft.
‘….the weather is just south of us now……CZS 11will just beat it but it will
probably be here before anyone else lands’ (Aerodrome Controller)

0720:59

The Approach North Controller cleared the crew of JAL761 for final after
confirming that the aircraft was clear of weather.
‘JAL 761 intercept the localiser12……you are cleared ILS/DME13 approach
runway 19 report established’ (Approach North Controller)

0721:50

The Aerodrome Controller issued a landing clearance to CZS and provided
the crew with information about the approaching weather.
‘…the rain is just to the south of the field now, as you can probably see on your
radar…’ (Aerodrome Controller)

0722:04

The crew of JAL761 reported established on the localiser to the Approach
North Controller, and was instructed to contact the Aerodrome Controller.
‘ JAL 761 is 11 miles to touchdown number two to land, contact tower on
120.5……’ (Approach North Controller)

8

11

CZS was another Boeing 737 that was inbound to Brisbane.

12

Runway 19 at Brisbane was equipped with an instrument landing system that provided precise
guidance to aircraft during the landing approach. The ILS localiser beam provided guidance in the
horizontal plane along the extended centreline of the runway.

13

Instrument Landing System/Distance Measuring Equipment.

0722:15

The Approach South Controller advised the crew of TJX about the
approaching weather when TJX was about 12 miles north-east of Brisbane
aerodrome, on a downwind leg for runway 19, passing 4,200 ft altitude on
descent.
‘…the tower just told me the weather is virtually at the field or will be
shortly……when you get on final let me know if you want to continue with
the approach.’ (Approach South Controller)

0722:50

The crew of JAL 761 reported to the Aerodrome Controller that the aircraft
was on a nine-mile final for runway 19. The Aerodrome Controller advised
the crew of JAL 761 of the approaching storm.
‘…there is a storm on the southern part of the field now and approaching
quickly’ (Aerodrome Controller)

0723

Brisbane ATC received the SPECI that was issued by BoM at 0718.

0724:09

The Approach South Controller advised the crew of TJX that he would take
their aircraft slightly through the centreline for sequencing with an aircraft
to land on runway 14.

0724:18

The Aerodrome Controller issued a landing clearance to the crew of
JAL761.

0724:30

Brisbane ATIS ‘Mike’ was issued. It included information on current wind
direction and speed, cloud and visibility. The runway was reported as being
wet. Visibility was reported as being 2,000 m, and crews were advised that
the high intensity approach lighting system (HIALS) for runway 19 was on.
Information ‘Mike’ included information about the thunderstorm, but it
was not passed to the crew of TJX.

0724:33

The Approach South Controller advised the crew of TJX that the aircraft
was approaching the localiser, and gave them instructions to turn left onto
magnetic heading 160 for the intercept.

0725

BoM issued a further SPECI for Brisbane aerodrome. It included
information that sea level atmospheric pressure was 1008.6 hPa, and that
thunderstorms with hail (TSGR) had been observed. The trend appended
to the 0725 TTF METAR forecast TSRA from 0725 until 0900.

0725:25

The Approach South Controller provided the crew of TJX with updated
information on the approaching storm.
‘TJX for information… looks like the weather is just to the south of the field
approaching the airport boundary.’ (Approach South Controller)

0725:46

The crew of TJX requested the Approach South Controller to confirm that
they were clear to intercept the localiser. The Approach South Controller
approved the intercept.

0726:10

The Approach South Controller instructed the crew of TJX to descend to
2000 ft (That transmission was unintelligible due to being over-transmitted
by the crew of TJX, requesting confirmation of clearance for final). The
Approach South Controller then instructed the crew of TJX that they were
clear for final approach.

9

‘TJX clear ILS/DME approach you are 9 to the touchdown point and you can
contact tower on 120.5 for an update on the weather and wind.’ (Approach
South Controller)
0726:46

The Aerodrome Controller instructed the crew of TJX to continue
approach, and provided them with updated information about the
approaching weather.
‘…visibility is down to about 1,500 metres and there is hail falling on the
southern end of the runway at the moment.’ (Aerodrome Controller)

0727:14

The Aerodrome Controller instructed the crew of JAL 761 to report when
they were clear of the runway.

0728:01

The Aerodrome Controller asked the crew of JAL 761 to confirm they were
clear of the runway.
‘JAL 761……are you still on the runway?’ (Aerodrome Controller)

0728:10

The Aerodrome Controller issued a landing clearance to the crew of TJX.
‘TJX the wind is 150 at 18 knots, there is hail on the field runway 19 you are
clear to land.’ (Aerodrome Controller)14

0728:26
(485115)

TJX solid state flight data recorder (SSFDR) data – 1.9 NM by distance
measuring equipment 16(DME). Airspeed = 168 kts. Groundspeed =
156 kts. Radio altitude (height of the aircraft above terrain calculated by the
aircraft’s radio altimeter) = 808 ft. Barometric altitude (with reference to
1013 hPa standard sea level pressure) = 900 ft. Rate of descent (ROD)
960 ft/min. Magnetic heading = 192 degrees. Wind direction (true) and
speed (W/V) = 185 degrees true at 16 kts.

0728:30

Brisbane ATIS ‘November’ was issued. It included information on current
wind direction and speed, cloud and visibility. The runway was reported as
being wet. Visibility was reported as being 1,000 m, and crews were advised
that the HIALS was on. The ATIS also included information about the
thunderstorm, and that hail was present.

0728:35
(4860)

TJX SSFDR data – 1.5 DME. Airspeed = 160 kts. Groundspeed = 146 kts.
Radio altitude = 651 ft. Barometric altitude = 744 ft. ROD = 1,200
ft/min17.
W/V = 186 degrees/18 kts.

10

14

The Aerodrome Controller subsequently reported that he used binoculars to observe JAL 761
partially obscured in rain, vacating the runway. Consequently, he was able to issue a landing
clearance to the crew of TJX.

15

Event timeframe in elapsed seconds from SSFDR data.

16

The runway 19 ILS/DME distance measuring equipment beacon was located adjacent to the
threshold of runway 19.

17

The operator’s Flight Administration Manual contained information that a rate of descent of more
than 1000 ft/min below 1,000 ft was in excess of the operator’s allowable tolerances for the approach
phase of flight.

0728:41
(4866)

TJX SSFDR data – 1.3 DME. Airspeed = 159 kts. Groundspeed = 144 kts.
Radio altitude = 494 ft. Barometric altitude = 592 ft. ROD = 1,680 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 196 degrees. W/V = 181 degrees/20 kts.

0728:43
(4868)

TJX SSFDR data – 1.2 DME. Airspeed = 160 kts. Groundspeed = 143 kts.
Radio altitude = 444 ft. Barometric altitude = 548 ft. ROD = 1,440 ft/min.
Magnetic heading 195 degrees. W/V = 181 degrees/20 kts.

0728:48
(4873)

TJX SSFDR data – 1.0 DME. Airspeed = 160 kts. Groundspeed = 142 kts.
Radio altitude = 325 ft. Barometric altitude = 444 ft. ROD = 960 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 191 degrees. W/V 175 degrees/24 kts.

0728:55
(4880)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.8 DME. Airspeed = 158 kts. Groundspeed = 141 kts.
Radio altitude = 211 ft. Barometric altitude = 332 ft. ROD = 960 ft/min.
Magnetic heading 190 degrees. W/V = 171 degrees/26 kts.

GO-AROUND INITIATED
Thrust levers advanced to go-around setting. Aircraft rotated to positive
nose-up pitch attitude of 12 degrees (which progressively increased over
the next 15 seconds).
0729:00
(4885)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.6 DME. Airspeed = 160 kts. Groundspeed = 143 kts.
Radio altitude = 171 ft (lowest recorded value). Barometric altitude =
320 ft. Rate of climb (ROC) = 480 ft/min. Magnetic heading = 190 degrees.
W/V = 171 degrees/23 kts.

0729:02
(4887)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.4 DME. Airspeed = 158 kts. Groundspeed = 144 kts.
Radio altitude = 204 ft. Barometric altitude = 356 ft. ROC = 1,200 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 190 degrees. W/V = 171 degrees/23 kts. Retraction of
the wing flaps from 30 degrees to 15 degrees commenced. Engine thrust
stabilised at the go-around thrust setting of 92% N1.

0729:03
(4888)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.4 DME. Airspeed = 160 kts. Groundspeed = 144 kts.
Radio altitude = 228 ft. Barometric altitude = 376 ft. ROC = 1,200 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 191 degrees. W/V = 167 degrees/23 kts. Landing gear
retraction commenced. Engines stabilised at go-around thrust.

0729:05
(4890)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.3 DME. Airspeed = 170 kts. Groundspeed = 144 kts.
Radio altitude = 284 ft. Barometric altitude = 440 ft. ROC = 1,680 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 193 degrees. W/V = 167 degrees/24 kts. Flaps 15
degrees established and landing gear fully retracted.

0729:09
(4894)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.2 DME. Airspeed = 168 kts. Groundspeed = 142 kts.
Radio altitude = 428 ft. Barometric altitude = 600 ft. ROC = 3,600 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 194 degrees. W/V = 182 degrees/27 kts. The crew of
TJX reported to the Aerodrome Controller that they were ‘going around’.
The controller instructed the crew to climb the aircraft to 4000 ft and to
track left as required.

0729:11
(4896)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.1 DME. Airspeed = 160 kts. Groundspeed = 140 kts.
Radio altitude = 537 ft. Barometric altitude = 688 ft. ROC = 3,360 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 196 degrees. W/V = 183 degrees/28 kts. Aircraft pitch
slightly more than 16 degrees nose up.
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0729:16
(4901)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.1 DME. Airspeed = 145 kts. Groundspeed = 136 kts.
Radio altitude = 777 ft. Barometric altitude = 904 ft. ROC = 2,400 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 198 degrees. W/V = 173 degrees/24 kts.

0729:24
(4909)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.3 DME. Airspeed = 140 kts. Groundspeed = 141 kts.
Radio altitude = 965 ft. Barometric altitude = 1,048 ft. ROC = 240 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 201 degrees. W/V = 173 degrees/12 kts.

0729:26
(4911)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.4 DME. Airspeed = 144 kts. Groundspeed = 144 kts.
Radio altitude = 983 ft. Barometric altitude = 1,076 ft. ROC = 720 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 201 degrees. W/V = 171 degrees/07 kts.

0729:30
(4915)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.6 DME. Airspeed = 152 kts. Groundspeed = 153 kts.
Radio altitude = 377 ft. Barometric altitude = 1,132 ft. ROC = 960 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 201 degrees. W/V = 151 degrees/06 kts.

0729:34
(4919)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.7 DME. Airspeed = 158 kts. Groundspeed = 157 kts.
Radio altitude = 660 ft. Barometric altitude = 1,240 ft. ROC = 1,680 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 201 degrees. W/V = 175 degrees/04 kts. Flaps
commence to retract from 15 degrees to 5 degrees.

0729:36
(4921)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.8 DME. Airspeed = 161 kts. Groundspeed = 160 kts.
Radio altitude = 630 ft. Barometric altitude = 1,308 ft. ROC = 2,160 ft/min.
Magnetic heading = 202 degrees. W/V = 204 degrees/04 kts. The aircraft
ground proximity warning system (GPWS) sounded a ‘Terrain’ warning18.
Thrust levers commenced to be advanced to maximum thrust (‘firewall’)
position.

0729:38
(4923)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.9 DME. Airspeed = 164 kts. Groundspeed = 163 kts.
Radio altitude = 661 ft. Barometric altitude = 1,388 ft. ROC =
2,160 ft/min. Magnetic heading = 203 degrees. W/V = 236 degrees/04 kts.
Second GPWS ‘Terrain’ warning.

0729:39
(4924)

TJX SSFDR data – 0.9 DME. Airspeed = 162 kts. Groundspeed = 164 kts.
Radio altitude = 882 ft. Barometric altitude = 1,432 ft. ROC =
2,640 ft/min. Magnetic heading = 203 degrees. W/V = 252 degrees/04 kts.
GPWS ‘Pull Up’ warning.

0729:53
(4938)

TJX SSFDR data – 1.6 DME. Airspeed = 175 kts. Groundspeed = 184 kts.
Radio altitude = 1,995 ft. Barometric altitude = 2,064 ft. ROC =
1,440 ft/min. Magnetic heading = 184 degrees. W/V = 002 degrees/02 kts.
Flaps 5 degrees established.

0730:05
(4950)

TJX SSFDR data – 2.2 DME. Airspeed = 206 kts. Groundspeed = 213 kts.
Radio altitude = 2,324 ft. Barometric altitude = 2,360 ft. ROC =
1,680 ft/min. Magnetic heading = 191 degrees. W/V = 108 degrees/04 kts.
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See subsection 1.6.2.3. for information on the GPWS and the warnings it provided.

0730

BoM issued a further TTF SPECI for Brisbane aerodrome. It again
included information that TSGR had been observed, that the sea level
atmospheric pressure was 1009 hPa, and that the wind direction and speed
had been observed at 180 degrees magnetic, 10 kt gusting to 26 kt.

0732:25

The crew of TJX reported to the Approach South controller the presence of
severe windshear on final and suggested that a weather warning may be
warranted.

The pilot in command subsequently reported that the aircraft was clear of cloud as it
passed through about 6,000 ft on descent into Brisbane, and both the aerodrome and
surrounding areas were visible. He observed a towering cumulus cloud near the
aerodrome. However, its top could not be clearly seen and he did not recall seeing any
significant overhang from the cloud. He also reported that there appeared to be a ‘wall
of grey’ to the north-west of the aerodrome, and a ‘field’ of cumulus cloud to the southsouth-east.
The co-pilot subsequently reported that he did not observe the towering cumulus
cloud near the aerodrome, but had observed a ‘wall of cloud’ to the north-west of the
aerodrome.

1.2

Injuries to persons
Injuries

1.3

Crew

Passengers

Others

Total

Fatal

-

-

-

-

Serious

-

-

-

-

Minor

-

-

-

-

None

7

137

-

144

Damage to aircraft
The aircraft was not damaged.

1.4

Other damage
Nil.
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1.5

Personal information

1.5.1

Pilot in Command
Type of licence

Air Transport Pilot (Aeroplanes) Licence

Medical certificate

Class 1, valid to 30 January 2002 (no restrictions)

Total flight time

12,409 hours

Flight time on Boeing 737

5,000 hours

Flight time last 90 days

133.07 hours

Flight time last 30 days

44.34 hours

Last flight

17 January 2001

Last check

09 November 2000

The pilot in command reported no physiological or medical condition that was likely
to have impaired his performance, and that he was adequately rested and medically fit
for the flight.
The pilot in command’s most recent simulator windshear training as handling pilot
was completed on 9 June 2000. The training included encounters with undershoot
shear on takeoff and landing.
1.5.2

Co-pilot
Type of licence

Air Transport Pilot (Aeroplanes) Licence

Medical certificate

Class 1, valid to 15 April 2001 (no restrictions)

Total flight time

5,750 hours

Flight time on Boeing 737

617 hours

Flight time last 90 days

184.6 hours

Flight time last 30 days

63.5 hours

Last flight

17 January 2001

Last check

20 December 2000

The co-pilot reported no physiological or medical condition that was likely to have
impaired his performance, and that he was adequately rested and medically fit for the
flight.
The co-pilot’s most recent simulator windshear training was completed on
20 December 2000. During that exercise, the co-pilot acted as the non-handling pilot.
The co-pilot’s most recent simulator windshear training as handling pilot was
completed on 3 May 2000 while undertaking conversion training on the Boeing 737.
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1.5.3

Air Traffic Services personnel
The air traffic control Tower Team Leader had been a full performance controller at
Brisbane since 1994, and had been appointed as a team leader 6 months before the
occurrence. The Aerodrome Controller had over 3 years experience in Brisbane tower
operations. The Approach South Controller had 10 years experience with Brisbane
terminal operations19, and had been rated as a full performance controller for the last
6 years.
The Tower Team Leader, Aerodrome Controller, and the Approach South Controller
reported no physiological or medical condition that were likely to have impaired their
performance. The controllers reported they were adequately rested and medically fit
for duty on the day of the occurrence.

1.6

Aircraft information

1.6.1

General
The aircraft had a valid maintenance release to undertake the flight, and was operated
within its approved weight and balance limitations.

1.6.2

Aircraft systems

1.6.2.1

Flight instruments

The aircraft was equipped with an electronic flight instrument system, comprising two
electronic attitude direction indicators (EADIs) and two electronic horizontal situation
indicators (EHSIs). The EHSIs provided the crew with a pictorial display of the aircraft
track, and could be selected to a variety of modes to provide optimum information
relating to a particular phase of flight. Returns from the aircraft’s weather radar system
were superimposed on the EHSIs and provided the crew with information about
weather along and near the aircraft’s track.
The aircraft was also equipped with two inertial vertical speed indicators (IVSIs). They
provided the crew with information about the aircraft’s rate of climb or descent.
1.6.2.2

Weather radar

The operator’s Boeing 737 fleet was equipped with digital weather radars
manufactured by Collins, but they did not have ‘predictive’ forward-looking windshear
detection and avoidance capability. The radar display was superimposed on the EHSIs,
and indicated precipitation intensity in different colours, with green depicting light
precipitation, yellow medium precipitation, and red or magenta heavy precipitation.
The Collins Weather Radar System Pilot’s Guide contained a scale depicting the colour
of weather radar returns in relation to storm intensity and rainfall rate, and is shown
in Table 1.

19

Terminal in this context is taken to mean the airspace control area, or portion thereof, normally at
the confluence of airways or air traffic service routes in the vicinity of one or more aerodromes.
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Table 1:
Collins weather radar return signals
Level

Storm category

Rainfall rate

Display colour

Z1

-

Less than .76 mm/hr

Black

Z2

Weak

.76 to 3.81 mm/hr

Green

Z3

Moderate

3.81 to 12.7 mm/hr

Yellow

Z4

Strong to very strong

12.7 to 50.8 mm/hr

Red

Z5

Intense to extreme

Greater than 50.8 mm/hr

Red

Weather radar is subject to attenuation when operated in precipitation20. Attenuation
occurs when weather radar is penetrating precipitation and may make it difficult for
crews to accurately assess the severity of weather ahead. When the attenuation is severe,
there may be a reduction in precipitation readings by more than 20 dBz21, particularly
in areas behind intense echoes relative to the radar. That would equate to a downward
colour shift on a typical radar display, and areas of precipitation that would normally
be displayed to a crew as ‘red’ could appear as ‘yellow’ or less. Aircraft weather radar is
generally more prone to attenuation than surface based weather radar.
1.6.2.3

Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS)

The aircraft was equipped with a Honeywell Mark V (Boeing version) GPWS that
monitored the aircraft’s height above ground from signals received by its radio
altimeter. The GPWS was under the design control of Boeing and programmed to
utilise the Boeing windshear algorithm to provide crews with windshear caution alerts
and windshear warnings.
The windshear caution alert function was a programmable option, but was not
enabled on the operator’s B737-300/400 fleet. If enabled, it was capable of providing
crews with an alert to warn them of an impending microburst encounter.
Windshear warnings were triggered if decreasing headwind (or increasing tailwind)
and/or a severe downdraft exceeded defined thresholds. That function was always
active when the GPWS was operated.
Examination of the flight data recorded on the aircraft’s solid-state flight data
recorder22 (SSFDR) revealed that the shear level encountered by the aircraft was not
sufficient to trigger the windshear warning alert threshold. It did, however, exceed the
windshear caution alert threshold at 0729:06 (timeframe 4891), after the pilot in
command had initiated the go-around. The shear level is depicted in figure 1.
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See Appendix 1 for further information on weather radar.

21

The unit of measurement for reflectivity of radar is dBz, and is directly related to rainfall rate; > 40
dBz is equivalent to a rainfall rate of >11.5 mm per hour.

22

See subsection 1.11

Figure 1:
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As stated above, the windshear caution option was not enabled on the aircraft. If
enabled, it would have provided the crew with a windshear caution alert about
24 seconds prior to the first GPWS ‘Terrain’ warning, and about 31 seconds prior to
the GPWS ‘Pull Up’ alert.
The recorded flight data was also examined using the Honeywell windshear algorithm.
The negative shear level that was derived from that data did not reach the value
required for a windshear warning using the Honeywell algorithm. The algorithm also
had a higher windshear caution alert threshold than the Boeing algorithm, and
provided no caution alert. The Honeywell windshear algorithm is depicted in figure 2.
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Figure 2:
Honeywell windshear algorithm
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Boeing advised that few aircraft were delivered with the optional windshear caution
alert system activated. It recommended against activation of the caution alert because
of the possibility of nuisance alerts and the absence of defined procedures to be taken
following the trigger of those alerts.
The GPWS provided warnings in five different modes, as follows:
Mode 1

excessive decent rate

Mode 2

excessive terrain closure rate

Mode 3

altitude loss after takeoff or go-around

Mode 4

unsafe terrain clearance during high speed flight or while not in the
landing configuration

Mode 5

below glideslope deviation alert.

When operating in Mode 2, the GPWS monitored radio altitude (radar altimeter) and
radio altitude rate of change, barometric altitude, and aircraft configuration. If the
Mode 2 terrain closure-rate parameters were exceeded, the GPWS would provide two
different aural warnings to the crew. Those were an aural warning of ‘Terrain’, repeated
twice, then by a repeated aural warning of ‘Pull Up’. The radio altitude from the flight
data was used in a simulation to investigate the GPWS Mode 2 warnings that occurred
during the go-around sequence. The simulation resulted in two ‘Terrain’ aural
warnings at 0729:36 and 0729:38 (timeframes 4921 and 4923), and one ‘Pull Up’
warning at 0729:39 (timeframe 4924), as shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3:
GPWS Mode 2 warnings
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Another ‘Terrain’ warning was shown as having occurred during the simulation at
about 0729:30 (timeframe 4915). During the occurrence, that alert did not actually
take place. The simulation used one-second updated radio altitude, rather than 20 Hz
in the aircraft, and the different sampling rate resulted in the radio altitude barely
‘nicking’ the warning curve and technically generating that ‘Terrain’ warning.
The recorded flight data revealed that the radio altimeter indicated a loss of altitude on
three occasions, signifying a terrain closure rate. The aircraft was gaining altitude at a
climb rate of in excess of 2,000 ft/min between 0729:36 and 0729:39 (timeframes 4921
and 4924), during which period the two ‘Terrain’ warnings and the ‘Pull up’ warning
sounded. The aircraft’s path over the ground was also examined from the latitude and
longitude data plots recorded on the SSFDR, and revealed that the aircraft had not
passed over any terrain or man made structures that would have resulted in the radio
altimeter registering those height losses. The GPWS Mode 2 warnings did not result
from excessive terrain closure rate, and were consistent with ‘technical’ warnings
triggered by flight through heavy rain and/or hail.
GPWS warnings are classified as ‘nuisance (operational)’, ‘technical’ and ‘genuine’.
Nuisance (operational) warnings are those warnings that flight crews believe to be the
result of penetration of the equipment envelope, or activation of the alarm that does
not require immediate flight crew response because of other factors known to the crew
(e.g. visual terrain clearance maintained). Technical warnings are those resulting from
known equipment malfunction or equipment design deficiencies (activation by
weather phenomena, interference, etc.). Genuine warnings are those that require
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reaction from the flight crew because they are aware of no other factors to doubt the
warning’s validity23.
In this occurrence, the GPWS Mode 2 ‘technical’ warnings were perceived by the crew
to be ‘genuine’ warnings, and the pilot in command responded in accordance with the
operator’s Boeing 737 Operations Manual Non-Normal Manoeuvres procedure for
those warnings.

1.7

Meteorological information

1.7.1

Prevailing weather conditions during the morning of the occurrence
During the early morning of 18 January, a surface trough moved north from northern
NSW. A moist light north-westerly tropical airflow lay ahead of the surface trough. In
the area south of the Gold Coast, and to the south of the trough, a freshening southeasterly airflow was present, as a result of the surface trough in south-east Queensland.
The surface trough was linked to a weak but deepening surface low pressure system off
the coast of southern Queensland, which extended upwards through the atmosphere to
an altitude of about 20,000 ft. An upper atmosphere trough also extended from
Victoria through NSW to south-east Queensland. Relatively cold air was associated
with the upper system, and a strong sub-tropical jetstream was located on the western
flank of the upper atmosphere trough to the east of Brisbane.
There were periods of thunderstorm activity in the Brisbane area during the early
hours of the morning, and from about 0630 the air traffic controllers discussed
amongst themselves, an emerging thunderstorm south-west of Brisbane which
appeared to be moving in a north-easterly direction. The controllers and BoM aviation
weather forecasters did not mutually discuss the prevailing weather conditions in the
Brisbane terminal area at that time.
The upper air observation for Brisbane aerodrome, taken at 2200 on 17 January 2001
by BoM, revealed that the atmosphere was unstable. The instability24 indices derived
from the observation included the K Index (KI) and the Lifted Index (LI). Both
indicated the potential of thunderstorms in the Brisbane area, and are summarised in
Table 2.
Table 2:
Instability indices
Instability
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IndexIndex value

Risk indicated by the instability index

K

36.70

80 per cent chance of thunderstorms

Lifted

-3.66

Severe thunderstorms possible

23

Information paper SAB/IP/95/02 ‘The Operation of Ground Proximity Warning Systems (GPWS) – A
Review of Warnings April–December 1994’, Bureau of Air Safety Investigation (BASI), April 1995,
ISBN 0 642 22589 3
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Instability – the tendency for parcels of air to accelerate upwards after being lifted. Atmospheric
instability may result in severe weather conditions. The potential for severe weather increases as the
atmosphere becomes more unstable. See Appendix 2 for further information on the K and L
instability indices.

KI and LI are used in combination with other indices and information to assess the
moisture and stability properties of air masses that characterise the weather, and to
evaluate the likelihood of thunderstorms and their potential characteristics. KI
provides an indication of the probability of thunderstorms, while LI provides an
indication of thunderstorm intensity.
The United States Aviation Weather Service Program issued a Composite Moisture
Stability Chart twice daily, which included a Stability Panel that plotted both KI and LI
for various locations throughout the US. The National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) of the United States reported that the meteorological departments of a
number of large airline operators regularly used the Stability Panel. The NTSB also
reported that the only possible panel that a pilot would be likely to use from the
Composite Moisture Stability Chart was the Stability Panel. The chart was not,
however, referred to in the Aeronautical Information Manual published by the Federal
Aviation Administration of the United States.
BoM did not publish any similar product for the aviation industry in Australia, nor
was there any requirement for it to do so. Additionally, the CASA syllabus of
knowledge for pilots did not require them to have knowledge of instability indices, or
what they signified.
1.7.2

Bureau of Meteorology – weather radar
BoM received three dimensional radar data for the Brisbane area from weather radars
located at Brisbane aerodrome and at Marburg. The Marburg radar was situated on
the Little Liverpool Range between Marburg and Rosewood about 50 km west of
Brisbane. BoM reported that it had a good overall view of precipitation in all sectors.
However, there was ‘some restriction’ in its ability to detect low-level precipitation in a
narrow sector to the west-south-west and over the Greater Brisbane Area.
Forecasters used the radars to examine the vertical structure of thunderstorms to gain
greater insight into their characteristics and to measure their vertical height. The
images from the radars were updated every 10 minutes. If the reflectivity of a
particular storm was 48 dBz to a height of about 26,000 ft (8 km) or more, it was
usually rated severe.
Two-dimensional images from BoM’s weather radars were displayed at various air
traffic control working positions by means of a PC-based system known (within
Airservices Australia) as METRAD (METeorological RADar) and within the military as
RAPIC (RAdar PICture). The use of METRAD / RAPIC information by controllers is
described in Section 1.17.3.2.
BoM’s duty forecasting staff experienced a high workload on the morning of
18 January 2001 due to the rapidly changing weather conditions in the Brisbane area,
and they had limited time to analyse the three-dimensional weather radar imagery.
BoM provided a history of the severe thunderstorm that reached Brisbane aerodrome
at about 0725 on 18 January 2001, which is outlined in Table 3.
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Table 3:
History of the thunderstorm
Time (EST)

1.7.2.1

48 dBz Height (ft)

Storm Height (ft)

Bearing from Brisbane
Aerodrome (degrees T)

Range from
Brisbane
Aerodrome (km)

0615

27,500

36,000

210

68

0630

29,000

36,000

220

47

0705

32,000

39,000

215

17

0714

36,000

43,000

215

10

0725

29,000

42,000

overhead

overhead

0734

28,000

42,000

050
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Marburg weather radar – images of the thunderstorm

Data from the Marburg weather radar was subsequently examined, and revealed that
the thunderstorm was a multicellular storm. It was moving north-east at a speed of
about 60 kph, and contained two main reflectivity cells, shown as A and B in figure 4.
By 0732, a new cell (C) was evident on the northern flank of the leading cell. Figures 4
and 5 depict the movement of the thunderstorm between 0722 and 0732. The radar
range rings shown were 50 km and 100 km from the radar.
Figure 4:
Marburg Radar – 18 January 2001, 0722 EST
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Figure 5:
Marburg Radar – 18 January 2001, 0732 EST

Figures 6 and 7 are higher resolution images showing the movement of the storm
during the same period. The solid black line shows the position of runway 19 at
Brisbane aerodrome. The location of the BoM anemometer is shown with a ‘+’,
adjacent to the threshold of runway 19. The radar data revealed that thunderstorm
cells A and B passed south of runway 19, and that thunderstorm cell C developed over
the runway during the period 0722 to 0732.
Figure 6:
Marburg Radar – 18 January 2001, 0722 EST expanded data
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Figure 7:
Marburg Radar – 18 January 2001, 0732 EST expanded data

1.7.3

Bureau of Meteorology – Brisbane aerodrome anemometer
The BoM anemometer at Brisbane aerodrome was located adjacent to the threshold of
runway 19. The 1-minute-mean data from the anemometer revealed that shortly after
0720, the wind speed began to increase. By 0732, it was about 20 kts, with gusts up to
26 kts. During the same period, the wind direction shifted from about 130 degrees to
180 degrees. The wind speed and direction is shown in figure 8, with the time scale in
UTC (21:30:00 UTC = 0730 EST).
Figure 8:
Brisbane aerodrome anemometer data – 18 January 2000
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There were additional anemometers located at Brisbane aerodrome to support the
operational requirements of air traffic control. They provided high-resolution data,
but the data was not recorded and therefore was unable to be analysed as part of the
investigation.
The aircraft’s SSFDR wind speed data correlated with the BoM anemometer data, and
is shown in figure 9 below (timeframe 4900 = 0729:13 EST)
Figure 9:
TJX SSFDR wind speed data
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Aids to navigation
Runway 19 at Brisbane was equipped with an instrument landing system (ILS) that
provided precise guidance to aircraft during the landing approach. The ILS localiser
beam provided guidance in the horizontal plane along the extended centreline of the
runway. The ILS glide-slope beam provided guidance in the vertical plane of 3 degrees
to the touchdown point. The ILS was functioning normally at the time of the
occurrence.

1.9

Communications
All communications between ATS and the crew were recorded by ground based
automatic voice recording equipment for the duration of the flight. The quality of the
aircraft’s recorded transmissions was good.
The aircraft was equipped with three very high frequency (VHF) radio communication
systems. The crew used two of the VHF radios for routine communications with air
traffic control, and the remaining set was used for the aircraft communications
addressing and reporting system (ACARS) data link system. All VHF radios were
serviceable.

1.10

Aerodrome information
The runway 19 lighting system included a high intensity approach lighting system
(HIALS) and ‘T’ visual approach slope indicators (T-VASI). The T-VASI provided
visual confirmation to pilots of correct alignment on the approach slope. The
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Aerodrome Controller had activated the runway lights, HIALS and T-VASI for the
aircraft’s approach to runway 19.
The pilot in command reported that he observed the T-VASI and HIALS as the aircraft
passed 2,500 ft altitude on descent into Brisbane. At 1,500 ft the T-VASI became
obscured, however the HIALS was still visible. At about 1,200 ft the intensity of rain
began to increase, and by 1,000 ft both the T-VASI and HIALS were becoming
obscured. The co-pilot reported that the T-VASI and HIALS were visible at about 1,500
ft. A short time later the visibility reduced to the extent that by 500 ft altitude, both the
T-VASI and HlALS were no longer visible because of heavy rain and hail.

1.11

Flight recorders
The aircraft was equipped with a L3 Communications FA2100FDR SSFDR. The flight
path derived from the SSFDR was examined during the investigation. Refer to
Attachment A for SSFDR data plots of the occurrence sequence. Refer also to
subsection 1.1 ‘Sequence of events’ for relevant extracts of the SSFDR recorded data.
The occurrence sequence is described with reference to timeframes of elapsed time in
seconds, commencing at timeframe 4851 seconds (0728:56) when the aircraft was
established on its approach to runway 19 at 1.9 NM by distance measuring equipment
(DME). Radio altitude data was recorded every second, and aircraft rate of
climb/descent was subsequently derived from that data.
The SSFDR wind speed plots indicated that the aircraft experienced increasing
headwind conditions during the missed approach manoeuvre, which were then
followed by decreasing headwind conditions. Those conditions were typical of a
microburst windshear encounter. In the 30-second interval between 0728:25 and
0728:55 (timeframes 4850 and 4880), the aircraft encountered a steadily increasing
headwind from 16 kts to 26 kts. See figure 10.
Figure 10:
Increasing headwind
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In the 15-second interval between 0728:55 and 0729:10 (timeframes 4880 and 4895),
the headwind fluctuated between 23 and 29 kts, peaking at 0729:10 (timeframe 4895),
then during the next 16 seconds, the headwind steadily decreased to seven kts. See
figure 11.
Figure 11:
Decreasing headwind
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1.12

Wreckage and impact information
Not applicable.

1.13

Medical and pathological information
Not applicable.

1.14

Fire
Not applicable.

1.15

Survival aspects
Not applicable.

1.16

Tests and research
Following the occurrence, the aircraft manufacturer examined and conducted a
kinematic analysis25 of the flight data to determine the go-around performance of the
aircraft. The analysis revealed that the aircraft should have attained an initial rate of
climb of about 2,500 ft/min at the commencement of the manoeuvre when go-around
thrust was applied. It also revealed that the climb performance increased as the wing
flaps were retracted and the aircraft accelerated.

25

Kinematics – the study of the motion of a body or body segment without reference to the forces
that act on the system.
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The manufacturer reported that the actual aircraft performance was consistent with
the go-around manoeuvre having been conducted in windshear conditions, and that
an improved climb gradient would have been expected had those conditions not been
present.

1.17

Organisational information

1.17.1

International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) – standards and
recommended practices
ICAO has published standards and recommended practices that relate to aircraft,
personnel, airways and auxiliary services. Those standards and recommended practices
are contained in various Annexes to the Convention on International Civil Aviation,
which was signed at Chicago on 7 December 1944 (the Chicago Convention).
Australia is a contracting State to the convention. It is obliged under Article 37 of the
convention to conform to standards, and to endeavour to conform to recommended
practices. Article 38 of the convention requires a contracting State to notify ICAO if it
is unable to comply with any standard.

1.17.1.1

ICAO Annex 3 – Meteorological Service for International Air Navigation

Annex 3 contained the standards and recommended practices that relate to the
provision of meteorological services to the aviation sector.
Paragraph 4.12.1 of the Annex recommended that the location of cumulonimbus or
thunderstorms should be included as supplementary information in weather
observations made at aerodromes.
Paragraph 4.3.3 recommended that special observation reports include information
about the onset, cessation or change in intensity of a thunderstorm (with or without
precipitation).
Paragraph 7.5.1 required that:
Aerodrome warnings shall give concise information, in plain language, of meteorological conditions which could adversely affect aircraft on the ground, including
parked aircraft, and the aerodrome facilities and services. The warnings shall be issued
in accordance with local arrangements to operators, aerodrome services and to others
concerned, by the meteorological office designated to provide service for that
aerodrome.

Paragraph 7.5.2 recommended that aerodrome warnings should relate to the
occurrence or expected occurrence of various phenomena, including thunderstorms.
Paragraph 7.6.1 required the meteorological office designated to provide service for an
aerodrome, to issue windshear warnings on observed or expected existence of
windshear that could adversely affect aircraft on the approach path or take-off path.
The paragraph included a note that windshear was normally associated with certain
phenomena, including thunderstorms and microbursts.
Paragraph 7.6.2 recommended that evidence of windshear should be derived from
various sources, including ground-based windshear remote-sensing equipment, e.g.,
Doppler radar, or ground-based windshear detection equipment.
Paragraph 7.6.3 recommended that where microbursts were observed, reported by
pilots, or detected by ground-based windshear detection or remote-sensing equipment,
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a windshear warning should be prepared and should include a specific reference to
microburst.
Australia has not notified ICAO of any differences or inability to comply with the
standards of Annex 3.
1.17.1.2

ICAO Annex 11 – Air Traffic Services

Annex 11 contained the standards and recommended practices that relate to the
provision of air traffic services to the aviation sector.
Paragraph 4.3.6.2 of the Annex provided information on the provision of automatic
terminal information service (ATIS) during periods of rapidly changing weather
conditions. If it was inadvisable to include a weather report on the ATIS, then the ATIS
messages were to indicate that the relevant weather information would be given on
initial contact with the appropriate air traffic service.
Paragraph 4.3.6.4 required that if the crew of an aircraft acknowledged receipt of an
ATIS that was no longer current, any element of information that needed updating
would be transmitted to the aircraft without delay.
Paragraph 4.3.7 detailed the information to be included in ATIS messages, and
paragraph 4.3.7 k) required that messages contain:
other essential operational information.

Paragraph 4.3.7 s) required ATIS messages to contain:
any available information on significant meteorological phenomena in the approach,
take-off and climb-out areas including wind shear, and information on recent weather
of operational significance.

Australia has not notified ICAO of any differences or inability to comply with the
standards of Annex 11.
1.17.1.3

ICAO Doc 9377-AN/915 ‘Manual on co-ordination between Air Traffic Services and
Aeronautical Meteorological Services’

The manual contained information about the coordination needed between air traffic
services and aeronautical meteorological services. It recommended that specific
information be supplied to an aerodrome control tower by its associated meteorological office and local meteorological station. The information was to include routine
and special forecasts, aerodrome warnings, and any additional meteorological
information agreed upon locally including information concerning en route weather
phenomena that may affect the safety of aircraft operations (SIGMETs).
The manual also recommended that special emphasis was required for provision of
information about hazardous weather phenomena near aerodromes, including
cumulonimbus or thunderstorms, moderate or severe turbulence, windshear and hail.
Where practicable, the information should identify location, vertical extent, direction,
and rate of movement of the phenomena.
Both BoM and Airservices staff reported that there was normally good communication
between their respective organisations. During the morning of the occurrence,
however, the forecasters and tower controllers did not exchange information with each
other about the approaching thunderstorm or discuss its likely severity and impact.
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1.17.2

Civil Aviation Safety Authority

1.17.2.1

Operations manuals

Civil Aviation Regulation (CAR) 215 required an operator to provide an operations
manual for the use and guidance of its operations personnel.
Appendix 3 of Part 82.5 of the Civil Aviation Orders (CAOs) listed information to be
included in operations manuals for regular public transport in high capacity aircraft.
That information was to include procedures for operating in severe weather conditions
involving ice, hail, thunderstorms, turbulence or potentially hazardous meteorological
conditions.
The operator provided its crews with operations manuals in accordance with CAR 215
that contained the information specified in CAO 82.5 Appendix 3. Those manuals are
discussed in subsection 1.17.5.
1.17.2.2

Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP)

Section 6, GEN 3.5 – 14 of the AIP contained information about hazardous weather. It
included information on the responsibility to report hazardous weather, avoidance
action to be taken by pilots, and pilot actions and reporting responsibilities relating to
windshear encounters.
Paragraph 6.1.1 stated:
Cooperative and concerted action is required by pilots, meteorologists and ATS to
ensure the most accurate information is promulgated to assist pilots in the avoidance
of hazardous weather, particularly those phenomena associated with thunderstorms –
icing, hail and turbulence.

Paragraph 6.1.2 stated:
Meteorologists are responsible for the observation of weather phenomena and
forecasting their occurrence, development and movement, in terms applicable to
aircraft operations. These forecasts need to be produced in sufficient time for avoiding
action to be taken.

Paragraph 6.1.3 stated:
ATS is responsible for distributing reports of hazardous meteorological conditions to
pilots as part of a Hazard Alert service. ATS also makes visual and limited radar
weather observations for the information of meteorologists and pilots, and is
responsible for relaying pilot weather reports to the BoM. At some locations, ATS is
provided with METRAD or RAPIC which may supplement weather advice by ATS.

Paragraph 6.1.4 stated:
While manoeuvring in hazardous weather situations, pilots are responsible for the
safety of their own aircraft using advices and clearances passed by ATS and
information obtained from their own visual or airborne radar observations. They are
also responsible for passing visual and airborne radar observations of hazardous
weather to ATS.

Paragraph 6.2.2 stated:
The pilot in command, both inside and outside controlled airspace, must advise ATS
promptly of any hazardous weather encountered, or observed either visually or by
radar. Whenever practicable, those observations should include as much detail as
possible, in particular, thunderstorms, severe turbulence, hail, icing, and line squalls.
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Paragraph 6.3.2 stated:
Pilots encountering wind shear of intensity ‘moderate’, ‘strong’ or ‘severe’ should
immediately report the degree, type of shear and the altitude at which the greatest
adverse effect was encountered.

1.17.3

Air Traffic Service (ATS)
The functions of the air traffic control service include the:
•

facilitation of the safe and efficient conduct of aircraft flights

•

provision of advice and information that is necessary for the safe and efficient
conduct of flights.

During the course of the investigation, Airservices Australia advised that:
The philosophy employed by ATC with regard to weather is to provide the pilot with
timely information to augment that available through onboard equipment or
observation so that appropriate flight deck decisions can be made.

Airservices did not receive the lightning alerts, public weather warnings, or aerodrome
warnings issued by BoM, nor was it required to.
1.17.3.1

Manual of Air Traffic Services

The manual of air traffic services (MATS) was a joint document of the Department of
Defence and Airservices Australia. MATS was based on rules published by the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority, combined with rules specified by Airservices Australia and
the Department of Defence. The requirements and obligations in MATS were in
accordance with the provisions and regulations of the Air Navigation Act, Civil
Aviation Act, Air Services Act, and Defence Instructions.
Part 5, Section 1 of the manual contained instructions about information that air
traffic control was to provide to pilots. It included provision of a hazard alert service
that relied on information from:
•

SIGMETs

•

information concerning weather significant to light aircraft operations at or below
10,000 ft (AIRMETs)

•

amended forecasts

•

observations and reports indicating weather conditions at a destination have
deteriorated below the instrument flight rules or visual flight rules alternate
minima;

•

navigation and communication facilities

•

known aerodrome facilities and hazards.

The manual provided advice that the hazard alert service shall contain information
assessed by controllers to be of an unexpected and critical nature. The responsible ATS
unit was to ensure that hazard alert information was passed as soon as practical to
aircraft within one hour’s flight time of, and likely to be affected by, those hazardous
conditions. The flight duration for TJX from Sydney to Brisbane was approximately
50 minutes.
Paragraph 5.1.5.5 of the manual outlined the responsibility of control tower staff to
identify and coordinate hazard alert information relating to destination aerodrome
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within a control zone. Control tower staff could coordinate the distribution of hazard
alerts by advising the flight information region manager to coordinate with adjacent
en–route sectors. Alternatively, and when appropriate, hazard alert information could
be included on the automatic terminal information service (ATIS).
Local Instructions were issued for individual air traffic control locations. Those
instructions account for particular matters or specific requirements, and may include
approved variations to hazard alert responsibilities. Brisbane tower local instructions
stated that the traffic management controller was responsible for initiating hazard
alerts, and that they would be generated:
•

when there was an unforecast deterioration of weather below the alternate minima

•

if an amended TAF or TTF was issued that forecast deterioration below the
alternate minima within 60 minutes of its issue.

The instructions included a table of the alternate minima for IFR and VFR flights using
Brisbane aerodrome. The minima for an IFR flight was cloud ceiling 1,337 ft and
visibility of 7 km. The 0630 TTF forecast a possibility of a change in visibility to
3,000 m and broken cloud at 1,000 ft between 0700 and 0900. The Brisbane tower
controllers received the TTF at 0636, but it was not passed to the crew as a hazard alert.
The local instructions also stated the Brisbane Airport Corporation was responsible for
advising aerodrome tenants of aerodrome weather warnings.
Tower controllers were required to ensure that aircraft under their control were advised
of sudden and perhaps unexpected changes to the ATIS information, pending issue of
an amended ATIS. When TJX was at 7 NM on final approach, the Aerodrome
Controller advised the crew that visibility had reduced to 1,500 m, and that there was
hail on the airfield.
1.17.3.2

METRAD / RAPIC

Weather echoes from the BoM’s weather radars were presented on METRAD / RAPIC
displays as shaded areas of weather, with different colours representing different
rainfall intensity. However, Airservices Australia regarded METRAD / RAPIC simply as
an information tool, and that:
Information derived from this source – which is not real time – is passed to the pilot to
assist with PIC26 decision making.
The colour of rainfall intensity depicted on METRAD / RAPIC displays is shown in
Table 4.
Table 4:
METRAD / RAPIC rainfall intensity display
Colour

Intensity

Dark Blue to Light Blue

Light rainfall

Yellow to Green

Moderate rainfall

Magenta to Red

Heavy rainfall, possibly hail

26
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pilot in command.

METRAD / RAPIC weather images were an aggregate of data recorded over two, three
or four scans, with the second and subsequent scans being made at a higher elevation
than the previous scan. METRAD incorporated a ‘merge’ function, and images could
be composed of data from one or more radars. RAPIC did not provide merged images.
Multi-scan technique and delays in transmission and processing meant that METRAD
/ RAPIC images were not ‘real time’, but the result of a ten-minute update cycle. The
radar images were typically displayed two to five minutes after the radar update time
because of image capture time and transmission. The weather images provided to
controllers were plan view, and there was no capability to view the vertical structure of
those radar echoes.
It was possible for METRAD / RAPIC to give misleading indications, for example,.
ground or sea reflections appearing as areas of precipitation. Also, areas of
precipitation and storm cells lying outside the narrow radar beam would not
necessarily be shown at their correct intensity. The accuracy and integrity of METRAD
/ RAPIC images also diminished with distance from the radar because of divergence of
the radar beam and the effect of the curvature of the earth.
Subject to workload, controllers were able to provide METRAD / RAPIC information
to pilots on request. When METRAD / RAPIC information was provided to pilots,
controllers were required to prefix the information with the words ‘MET RADAR
DISPLAY INDICATES…….’ Paragraph 5.1.7.8 of MATS contained instructions
regarding the use of METRAD or RAPIC for provision of weather information to
crews. It stated:
Information derived solely from METRAD / RAPIC shall not be used as a basis for
ATC procedures for avoidance of adverse weather conditions. For this purpose,
METRAD / RAPIC shall be used in conjunction with information on weather
conditions derived from airborne and other observations.

The crew of the occurrence aircraft did not request, and nor did the controllers
provide, METRAD / RAPIC information as the aircraft approached Brisbane.
1.17.3.3

Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS)

Airservices Australia provided an ATIS service at Brisbane aerodrome for arriving and
departing aircraft. The service consisted of a continuous and repetitive broadcast of
pre-recorded information about the present weather at Brisbane. It included
transmission of an identifier code letter from the phonetic alphabet, for example,
‘Alpha’, which was changed to the next successive letter whenever the ATIS was
amended.
The two ATIS messages in the 20-minute period before the occurrence included
information that a thunderstorm was near Brisbane aerodrome27.
Neither of those messages provided any other essential operational information28 to
alert the crew to the nature or severity of the storm.

27

Information ‘Lima’, issued at 07:08:30, and information ‘Mike’, issued at 07:24:30. Information
‘November ‘ included information that hail was ‘present’, however, it was issued at about the same
time as the go-round was initiated.

28

ICAO Annex 11 – Air Traffic Services – paragraph 4.3.7 k).
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1.17.4

Bureau of Meteorology

1.17.4.1

Severe weather services

On 7 May 1999, the Director of Meteorology published a report on BoM’s forecasting
and warning performance as a result of the Sydney hailstorm on 14 April 1999.
The report stated that BoM provided a Severe Thunderstorm Warning Service to give
the community early warning of thunderstorms that threatened life and property.
Forecasters made decisions about the severity of thunderstorms on evidence gained
from a variety of sources. Those included conventional meteorological data, and
reports from human observers. However, radar was the primary observational tool that
BoM used to monitor thunderstorms.
BoM’s forecasters could provide a general indication of expected thunderstorm activity
on a regional basis. However, it was not possible to predict the occurrence or behaviour
of individual storms until their development was well progressed. There was limited
skill in predicting the life cycle of developed storms on time scales beyond 30 minutes
to an hour.
Additionally, the report also stated that the technology and techniques to forecast the
development and movement of individual storms were inadequate and impeded the
provision of reliable operational storm warnings.
The report stated that in the nine years since its establishment, BoM’s Severe
Thunderstorm Warning Service had performed well, but:
without the sophistication of the technological support that exists in the US (extensive
Doppler Radar networks and high-frequency, high-resolution satellite imagery), the
warning system inevitably falls somewhat short of the international state of the art.

BoM attempted to ensure that the user-community understood the limitations of its
Severe Thunderstorm Warning Service, and it urged users to:
understand that weather forecasting is a highly complex scientific problem and that
the services you receive depend on the smooth operation of an integrated national and
international meteorological services system. Although steady progress is being made,
occasional significant forecast errors will still occur, as a result of inadequate data or
the limitations that still exist in the international state of the art in meteorological
science and technology.
1.17.4.2

Weather warnings

BoM issued various warnings to provide timely advice on the likelihood of severe
weather, including information on conditions that could affect aerodrome facilities
and services, and aircraft and/or aerodrome personnel on the ground. Those warnings
included public weather warnings, aerodrome warnings29, and lightning alerts30.
Aerodrome warnings provided operators, aerodrome services, and others concerned
with information about meteorological conditions that could adversely affect aircraft
on the ground, including parked aircraft, aerodrome facilities and services. Lightning
alerts were issued for aerodrome ground staff when a lightning strike was detected
within 15 NM of aerodromes that were provided with the lightning alert service, and
10 NM in the case of Sydney aerodrome.
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29

BoM identified aerodrome warnings issued in accordance with paragraph 7.5.1 of ICAO Annex 3 as
‘airport warnings’. See subsection 1.17.1.1.

30

See Appendix 3 for further information on BoM weather warnings.

Airservices Australia considered that TAF’s, METAR’s, TTF’s and SPECI’s adequately
covered its weather forecast requirements for aerodromes. It regarded aerodrome
warnings as being specifically targeted to ground operations and therefore unnecessary
to its needs, and that the lightning alert service was not designed to cover airborne
operations.
During the morning of the occurrence, BoM issued a number of public weather
warnings for the Brisbane area. It also issued aerodrome warnings, and lightning alerts
for Brisbane aerodrome, but the issue of these warnings and alerts did not coincide
with the issue of the public weather warnings.
1.17.4.3

Aerodrome forecasts

BoM issued forecasts about expected weather conditions at aerodromes, including
aerodrome forecasts (TAFs), routine aerodrome weather reports (METARs) and trend
type forecasts (TTFs).
A TAF was a statement of meteorological conditions expected for a specified period in
the airspace within a 5 NM radius of an aerodrome. The TAF for an international
aerodrome was issued at 6 hourly intervals and was valid for 24 hours. The likelihood
of thunderstorms was to be mentioned whenever a TAF referred to cumulonimbus
clouds.
A METAR provided information about observed weather conditions at an aerodrome,
and was issued on an hourly or half-hourly basis. A special report (SPECI) was an
aerodrome report that was issued when weather conditions fluctuated about or below
specified criteria. Those included the beginning of thunderstorms and/or hail, or
changes in their intensity.
A TTF was an aerodrome weather report (METAR/SPECI) that included a statement
of weather conditions expected during the three-hour period following its issue. A
TTF superseded a routine TAF during the validity period of the TTF.
1.17.4.4

Radar summary charts

The United States Aviation Weather Service Program issued computer-generated radar
summary charts that graphically displayed information from the National Weather
Service radar network. The charts displayed the type of precipitation echoes, and
indicated their intensity, intensity trend, configuration, coverage, echo tops and bases,
and direction of movement. They were available 24 hours daily, and were intended to
be used in conjunction with other charts, reports, and forecasts as an aid in pre-flight
planning to provide pilots with information about the areas and movement of
precipitation and thunderstorms.
Information about rainfall intensity is freely available in near real time from BoM
Weather Watch radars, and may be used in conjunction with other forecasts and
reports as an aid in pre-flight planning.
1.17.4.5

Weather Watch radars

Images from BoM Weather Watch radars were available from the BoM general web
site31 for various locations, including Adelaide, Brisbane, Darwin, Hobart, Melbourne,

31

Uniform Resource Locator = http://www.bom.gov.au/
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Perth, and Sydney. Weather watch radar images were first made available to registered
users in the early 1990’s. They became available on the general BoM web site in
December 1999 in static form, with the looped version in about Feb 2001, and the
256km version in mid-2001.
The weather watch radar images showed the location of rain in relation to local
features such as the coastline, with different colours used to depict rainfall intensity. Six
levels of rainfall intensity were shown, with royal blue representing light drizzle
(0.3 – 2.0 mm/hr), through to red, which depicted very heavy rain (>100 mm/hr) that
possibly contained hailstones.
BoM provided advice that the intensity of echoes tended to decrease with increasing
distance from the radar because:
•

the radar beam broadens with distance, thus decreasing the proportion of the beam
which is filled with rain, which reduces the echo intensity

•

the radar beam is higher above the ground as distance increases (partly because of
the Earth’s curvature), thereby missing the lower areas of the rain

•

the beam can lose power slightly when passing through very heavy rain, thus
reducing the echo intensity further out from the radar.

BoM also provided advice that the weather watch echoes displayed on the weather
watch radar were from a height of about 3000m, and that a weak echo would not
necessarily indicate that it was raining at the ground. Under some circumstances, light
rain 3000m aloft could evaporate completely before reaching the surface. Additionally,
the early development of severe thunderstorms could be missed because all the
precipitation was held high above the radar beam by the strong thunderstorm updraft.
On 22 December 1999, the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) published an
audit report on the weather services in the BoM. The report noted that BoM’s (then)
current scientific capacity meant that thunderstorm forecasting was problematic, and
that higher quality observation systems were required. A key finding of the report was
that the BoM weather radar lacked the extensive Doppler 32 capability being
implemented in Canada, and already in place in countries such as Japan and the USA.
The report also noted that the USA’s performance in forecasting severe thunderstorms
was more accurate than BoM’s. That was explained as being partly due to the greater
sophistication of the radar systems in the USA, but while Sydney and Darwin had
Doppler radars, allowing for planned radar re-equipment in Australia:
about one-third of the units in the national radar weather watch network will be
operating with 1950s technology in 1999.

1.17.5

Operator

1.17.5.1

Operations Manual

The operator provided its operations personnel with an Operations Manual, in
compliance with CAR 215. The manual consisted of several parts, which for Boeing
737 operations included the:
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Doppler radar employs technology that has the particular advantage of being able to provide
information on the internal dynamics of thunderstorms.

1.17.5.2

•

the Flight Administration Manual

•

Boeing 737 Operations Manuals

•

the Boeing 737 Flight Crew Training Manual

•

the Meteorology Manual

•

the Flying Manual.

Flight Administration Manual

The operator’s Flight Administration Manual contained information on the allowable
tolerances for the approach phase of flight. It required the pilot not flying to advise the
pilot flying if certain tolerances were exceeded on final approach. These included speed
of more than Vref+2033 at 500 ft or lower, and a rate of descent more than 1000 ft/min
below 1,000 ft. The manual also contained advice that a stable approach condition
existed when the aircraft was configured for a landing with rate of descent and airspeed
within their respective tolerances.
1.17.5.3

Boeing 737 Operations Manuals

The Supplementary Section of the operator’s Boeing 737 Operations Manual
contained advice on the avoidance of windshear. Crews were advised that the presence
of windshear could be indicated by a variety of factors, including thunderstorm
activity, and to:
Stay clear of thunderstorm cells and heavy precipitation and areas of known wind
shear.

Crews were also advised to accomplish the windshear recovery manoeuvre in case of a
windshear encounter. That manoeuvre was described in the Non-Normal Manoeuvres
section of the Boeing 737 Quick Reference Handbook. It included advice that
unacceptable flight path deviations below 1,000 ft above ground level would be
recognised (by the crew) as uncontrolled changes from normal steady state flight
conditions of more than:
•

15 kts indicated airspeed, or

•

500 ft / min, or

•

5 degrees pitch attitude, or

•

1 dot displacement from the glideslope, or

•

unusual thrust lever position for a significant period of time.

The windshear recovery manoeuvre prescribed that the pilot flying should
‘aggressively’ apply maximum thrust. Maximum thrust was described as ‘maximum
certified thrust’. Crews were reminded that overboosting or ‘firewalling the thrust
lever’ on engines without electronic thrust limiting capability should only be
considered:
during emergency situations when all other available actions had been taken and
terrain contact was imminent.
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Approach reference speed + 20 kts.
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The Non-Normal Manoeuvres section of the operator’s Boeing 737 Operations Manual
contained the procedure that a crew was required to follow upon activation of a GPWS
‘Terrain Terrain Pull Up’ warning.
1.17.5.4

Boeing 737 Flight Crew Training Manual

The operator’s Boeing 737 Flight Crew Training Manual contained advice on low-level
windshear encounters. It included information that vertical flight path control must be
maintained by pitch attitude and engine thrust. Crews were advised that:
Proper pitch control, combined with maximum available thrust, will utilise the total
airplane performance capability.
1.17.5.5

Meteorology Manual

The operator’s Meteorology Manual contained detailed information on microbursts,
including advice that thunderstorms and other convective clouds could produce
complex winds in their vicinity, and noted that microbursts are difficult to predict. The
information included characteristics of microbursts, including details of size, intensity,
type (wet or dry), detection, and life span.
Microburst intensity was quantified as:
Very strong downward flow, as high as 6,000 ft. min., which become strong horizontal
winds near the ground, with greater than 80 kt. variations through the base area.
Maximum horizontal winds occur about 75 ft. above the surface. (Much lower than
previously accepted).

The manual provided information on the risks associated with flight through
microbursts, and precautions to avoid such encounters, including the following:
Do not take off or land directly beneath a cell, whether it is contouring or not.
1.17.5.6

Flying Manual

The operator’s Flying Manual noted that interpretation of returns on the radar display
was the key to inflight weather detection, and that it was important to adjust the
antenna to detect precipitation during flight at lower altitudes. It noted that heavy
precipitation could absorb microwave energy and attenuate or block the radar beam,
causing other targets beyond the storm cell to disappear from the display.
The manual contained advice on windshear, and noted that it should be anticipated
whenever an aircraft was operating near active thunderstorms. It stated that flight
crews were responsible for avoiding storm cells, and that:
By using radar to detect and carefully measure amounts of precipitation, severe
weather characteristics associated with precipitation can be avoided by circumnavigating the storm.
1.17.5.7

Training for windshear

The operator used flight simulators to provide training to its Boeing 737 crews,
including inflight encounters with windshear and microbursts. There were eight
windshear models and five microburst models that could be presented to the crews.
The models were based on actual events, and the microburst profiles were based on an
analytical model developed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). The models incorporated vertical, lateral, and horizontal wind components to
simulate variations of windshear and microbursts that may be encountered.
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1.17.5.8

Training for the use of weather radar

The operator provided training on weather radar to its Boeing 737 crews during their
ground school training for conversion onto the type. The training consisted of a video
presentation on digital weather radar.
At the time of the occurrence, aircraft in the operator’s Boeing 737 fleet were equipped
with Collins weather radars. Collins published a Pilot’s Guide for the weather radar.
The guide contained information on the operation of the radar, and included detailed
advice on weather detection and interpretation.
The operator reported that although the guide was available to its Boeing 737 pilots,
not all of them were provided with a personal copy. The pilot in command reported
that he had not been provided with a personal copy of the guide.
1.17.5.9

Flight Dispatch

The operator maintained a centralised flight dispatch centre in Sydney that could
communicate with aircraft crews by telephone or ACARS to advise them of operational
matters.
The dispatch centre received all aviation operational meteorological products issued by
BoM, and collated them for presentation to crews. It also received aerodrome warnings
and lightning alerts. However, it did not advise aircraft crews of lightning alerts. The
reason for that decision was that other weather reports (TAF’s, TTF/METAR, SPECI
and ATIS), onboard weather radar, air traffic control and visual assessment were
considered sufficient means to provide crews with information about prevailing
weather conditions at a particular aerodrome.
The operator reported that it provided its crews with TAF’s, TTF/METAR’s and
SPECI’s during pre-flight planning. It also provided SIGMETS and SIGWX if
applicable.
The flight dispatch centre was in constant communication with BoM, and if crews
communicated with the centre the dispatch staff would brief the crews on meteorological conditions ‘if needed’.

1.18

Additional information

1.18.1

Public weather warnings – severe storms
For the purposes of public weather warnings, BoM defined severe thunderstorms as
those producing:
•

hail diameter of 2 cm or more ($2 coin size); or

•

wind gusts of 90 km/h or greater; or

•

flash floods; or

•

tornadoes, or any combination of these.

If the reflectivity of a particular storm was 48 dBz to a height of about 26,000 ft or
more, it was one of the factors considered by BoM forecasters to determine the likely
severity of that storm.
The 48 dBz radar reflectivity of the thunderstorm encountered by TJX during the goaround exceeded 26,000 ft during the period 0615 to 0734.
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1.18.1.1

Wind speed thresholds for the issue of weather warnings

The threshold speed for the issue of public weather warnings for severe thunderstorms
was promulgated in kilometres per hour (km/h), and was derived from the Beaufort
Wind Force Scale. The threshold speed of 90 km/h related to a Force 10 Storm, and was
equivalent to 48.6 kts.
The Beaufort Wind Force Scale parameters for a Force 10 Storm were wind speeds
ranging between 89 – 102 km/h (48 – 55 kts).
The threshold speeds for the issue of aerodrome warnings were also derived from the
Beaufort Wind Force Scale, but were promulgated in kts. An aerodrome warning was
issued for a particular aerodrome if the surface wind was expected to exceed 34 kts
(62 km/h), or when gusts in excess of 41 kts (75 kph) were expected.
The Beaufort Wind Force Scale parameters for a Force 8 Gale were wind speeds
ranging between 62 – 74 km/h (34 – 40 kts), and for a Force 9 Strong Gale were wind
speeds ranging between 75 – 88 km/h (41 – 47 kts).
1.18.2

Windshear

1.18.2.1

General

Windshear is a change in wind speed and/or direction, including updrafts and
downdrafts. An aircraft may experience a significant deterioration in flight
performance when exposed to windshear of sufficient intensity or duration.
1.18.2.2

Windshear hazard

Windshear is hazardous if it reduces the energy state of an aircraft faster than can be
restored with engine thrust. Under such circumstances, the aircraft’s airspeed may
reduce below the stall speed and be accompanied by a critical loss of altitude.
Consequently, windshear is particularly hazardous to departing and arriving aircraft.
In these phases of flight, aircraft are operating with minimum excess energy at low
altitude and airspeed. If it becomes necessary to achieve maximum aircraft
performance, there will be a time delay while the engines accelerate to the required
thrust setting, and the landing gear and wing flaps are reconfigured to maximise lift
and minimise drag.
Where windshear exceeds the thrust capability of an aircraft, the crew may elect to
maintain altitude while decelerating, maintain speed while descending, or perhaps a
compromise of both. The recommended procedure for escaping a windshear
encounter requires that the crew establish maximum aircraft performance to exit the
windshear before stalling or contacting the ground.
1.18.2.3

Windshear F-Factor

NASA developed a metric, termed F-Factor, to quantify loss of performance
experienced by an aircraft due to windshear. F-Factor is derived from the total energy
of an aircraft and its rate of change. Total aircraft energy is the sum of its air-mass
kinetic energy (airspeed) and its potential energy (altitude). The rate of change is the
ratio of thrust minus drag-to-weight for a particular airspeed.
A descending airmass has a positive F-Factor, and will decrease the energy state of an
aircraft. A typical transport-category aircraft travelling at 150 kts that encounters
windshear with an F-factor of 0.15 over one air nautical mile will experience an
altitude loss of 911 ft if no recovery action is taken.
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A typical twin-jet transport-category aircraft has an excess thrust-to-weight ratio of
between about 0.20 and 0.17, and is capable of maintaining the necessary energy state
for a windshear encounter of F >0.15. However, if an aircraft encounters a windshear
where F is greater than the excess thrust-to-weight ratio of the aircraft, then the
maximum performance capability of the aircraft will be exceeded.
The same aircraft will have an excess thrust-to-weight ratio of about -0.05 while on a
typical 3-degree landing approach slope. During the approach, the engines are at
relatively low thrust settings. Drag is also increased with the landing gear and wing
flaps in the landing configuration. If the aircraft encounters windshear, significant
energy will be lost in the time taken for the crew to recognise and react to the threat.
1.18.3

Aircraft performance in windshear conditions
ICAO circular 186-AN/122 provided information on shear in updrafts and
downdrafts, in particular, that:
Wind shear due to strong and rapidly changing vertical components of the wind
(updrafts/downdrafts) is by far the most hazardous wind shear situation for an
aircraft.

Information was included on the effect of windshear on angle of attack. Flight through
a downdraft (or updraft) would result in air not striking a wing horizontally, but at a
small angle relative to horizontal. That would change the relative airflow across the
wing, resulting in an alteration of its angle of attack without a change in pitch angle. A
chart provided information on decrease in angle of attack resulting from various
combinations of airspeed and the vertical component of downdraft. That information
is summarised in Table 6.
Table 6:
Decrease in angle of attack as a result of ﬂight through a downdraft
Downdraft vertical component

Decrease in angle of attack
Airspeed 120 kts

Airspeed 140 kts

1,000 ft / min

> 4 degrees

> 4 degrees

2,000 ft / min

> 9 degrees

> 8 degrees

3,000 ft / min

> 13 degrees

> 11 degrees

4,000 ft / min

> 16 degrees

> 15 degrees

5,000 ft / min

> 20 degrees

> 19 degrees

ICAO concluded that:
A downdraft therefore causes a transient reduction in angle of attack which in turn
causes a reduction in lift coefficient and disturbs the equilibrium of forces acting on
the aircraft, thus causing a resultant force acting below the intended flight path.

1.18.4

Microbursts
Microbursts are associated with convective activity, and comprise intense local
downdrafts with divergent surface flows. Their horizontal extent is usually about 5 km
or less, and their lifetime only a few minutes. Horizontal and vertical windshear
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produced by microbursts can present significant hazards to departing and arriving
aircraft.
1.18.4.1

Microburst windshear probability guidelines

ICAO Circular 186-AN/122 included information from the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) ‘Wind Shear Training Aid’ that was published in 1978. The
circular included a table that contained guidelines regarding microburst windshear
probability, based on a variety of observations.
ICAO described the guidelines for evaluating relative and cumulative windshear
probabilities as being subjective. Nevertheless, it classified the probabilities as follows:
HIGH PROBABILITY: Critical attention need be given to this observation. A decision
to avoid (for example, divert or delay) is appropriate.
MEDIUM PROBABILITY: Consideration should be given to avoiding. Precautions are
appropriate.
LOW PROBABILITY: Consideration should be given to this observation, but a
decision to avoid is not generally indicated.
ICAO included advice that encounters with windshear above 1,000 ft AGL would
probably be less critical in terms of flight path degradation, however, those encounters
could present other significant weather-related risks. Pilots were therefore urged to
exercise caution when determining a course of action, and reminded that the use of the
table:
should not replace sound judgement in making avoidance decisions.

The table was intended for operations near an aerodrome (within 3 NM of take-off or
landing along the intended flight path below 1,000 ft above ground level (AGL)), and is
reproduced in Table 7.
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Table 7:
Microburst windshear probability guidelines
Observation

Probability of windshear

Presence of convective weather near intended ﬂight path:
•

with localized strong wind (tower reports or observed blowing dust,
rings of dust, tornado-like features, etc.)

High

with heavy precipitation (observed or radar indications of contour,
red or attenuation shadow)

High

•

with rain shower

Medium

•

with lightning

Medium

•

with virga 34

Medium

•

with moderate (or greater) turbulence (reported or radar indications)

Medium

•

with temperature / dew point spread between 17 and 28 degrees C

Medium

•

On-board windshear detection system alert (reported or observed)

High

Pilot report of airspeed loss or gain:
•

15 kt or greater

High

•

less than 15 kt

Medium

LLWAS alert / wind speed change:
•

20 kt or greater

High

•

less than 20 kt

Medium

Forecast of convective weather

Low

Note: – These guidelines apply to operations in the airport vicinity (within 3 miles of the point of
take-off or landing along the intended ﬂight path and below 1,000 ft AGL). The clues should be
considered cumulative. If more than one is observed the probability of weighting should be
increased. The hazard increases with proximity of convective weather. Weather assessment should
be made continuously.
CAUTION: – Currently no quantitative means exist for determining the presence or intensity of
microburst windshear. Pilots are urged to exercise caution in determining a course of action.

34

Rain that evaporates before reaching the ground.
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1.18.5

Aerodynamic penalties of flight through heavy rain
ICAO circular 186-AN/122 referred to research that was conducted to determine the
effect on aircraft performance resulting from flight through heavy rain35. The research
showed:
•

a downward and rearward momentum resulted from raindrops striking the aircraft

•

there was an increase in aircraft mass from a thin film of water covering the
airframe

•

increased lift/drag penalties were caused by ‘roughening’ of that film of water by
subsequent rain impact.

The researchers concluded that lift/drag penalties could be very significant for rainfall
rates exceeding 100 mm/hour, and that momentum penalties become significant for
rainfall rates approaching 500 mm/hour.
The researchers also investigated the aerodynamic penalties of heavy rain on landing
aircraft36. They estimated that roughness associated with drop impact ‘cratering’ on an
aerofoil would produce a 37 per cent loss in maximum lift in rainfall over
100 mm/hour. They also estimated that roughness from waves on the film of water
coating the aircraft under those circumstances would result in losses in maximum lift
from between 11 to 30 per cent, depending on rainfall rate. Consequently, those
penalties to maximum lift would result in a decrease in the stall angle of between
1 degrees and 6 degrees, and thus increased stall speed.
The researchers estimated that the drag coefficient of an aircraft due to drop cratering
and wave-induced roughness was in the order of 5 to 10 per cent at rainfall rates of
100 mm/hour.
The researchers concluded that:
These lift and drag penalties are of a magnitude sufficient to produce serious
aerodynamic penalties on an aircraft when in the landing configuration in a
thunderstorm. Thus we believe that aircraft penetrating heavy rain in a landing
configuration may experience serious penalties that could potentially lead to an
accident.

Additional research was conducted into the influence of heavy rain on aircraft
accidents37. The researchers stated that:
avoidance of the heavy rain cell is a desirable criterion to provide a safe landing
condition. Since the observation of regions of heavy rain is relatively simple, as
compared to wind shear observations, it is recommended that primary emphasis by
pilots and tower controllers be placed upon the avoidance of heavy rain cells on final
approach and on takeoff climbout.
From a safety viewpoint, the most serious encounter with rain would be expected to
occur in the landing, takeoff, and go-around configurations. In these configurations,
air speed is slow, stall margin minimal, and rain effects are maximum.’
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The researchers also recommended that all pilots should:
be alerted to the possibility of a significant increase in descent rate and decrease in
airspeed when penetrating a heavy rain cell. Pilots should be alerted to the fact an
aircraft may stall at an airspeed considerably above the calculated stall speed if
roughness elements are present on the wing. In addition, all pilots should be aware of
the possibility that an aircraft may stall prior to the activation of the stall warning stick
shaker.

BoM has classified rainfall by the intensities listed in Table 8.
Table 8:
Rainfall Intensity
Intensity

Criteria

Slight

Up to 2 mm per hour

Moderate

2.2 mm to 6 mm per hour

Heavy

6.2 mm per hour to 50 mm per hour

Violent

Greater than 50 mm per hour

The special aerodrome report for Brisbane aerodrome that was issued at 0730 on
18 January 2001 indicated that a total of 8.8 mm of rain had fallen at the aerodrome
since 0725. That was equivalent to a rainfall rate of 10.56 mm per 6 minutes, or
105.6 mm per hour, that is, violent rain.
NASA has conducted wind-tunnel research into the effects of flight through heavy
rain38. The researchers found that:
A determination of the effect of rain on aircraft performance is required to provide
safe piloting procedures for a wind shear encounter in a severe rain environment.

The researchers also found that the maximum lift capability of an aircraft in the
landing configuration reduced in rain. The severity of the rain effect was dependent on
the configuration of the wing, and was most severe for high-lift configuration aerofoils
with leading-edge and trailing-edge devices deflected for takeoff or landing. The
researchers concluded:
For the landing configuration, the presence of the high-lift devices created an
additional flow complication. The water passed through the gap openings between the
high-lift devices and the main airfoil section and decreased the airflow through the
gap openings. The landing configuration results indicate that the large amounts of
water that flowed through the gaps significantly reduced the efficiency of the high-lift
devices.

NASA research studies have also indicated that aircraft climb performance margins in
extremely heavy rain conditions are reduced by an F-Factor of 0.01, and that this
performance loss may exceed the aircraft’s ability to recover from microburst
windshear encounters under certain conditions39.
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1.18.6

Research into flight crews’ reactions to windshear
On April 18, 1993, a Douglas DC-9-41 experienced a hard landing when it
encountered windshear while crossing the runway threshold during the landing
approach. Following the occurrence, the Japan Federation of Flight Crew Unions
established a project to obtain objective and quantitative data on flight crews’ reactions
to windshear. The project was supported by the Air Line Pilots Association of the
United States, and was conducted on a DC-9 flight simulator at Northwest Aerospace
Training Corporation near Minneapolis, USA.
The results demonstrated that nearly 90 per cent of crews’ recovery attempts were
successful when windshear encounters were triggered at a height of 200 ft or above.
However, when triggered below 200 ft, about 67 per cent of recoveries resulted in
ground contact. Accordingly, the height of 200 ft was regarded as the ‘critical height’
for a safe recovery from a windshear encounter. The results also demonstrated that the
average recognition time for a windshear encounter was about 5.5 seconds amongst the
crews sampled, and the average reaction time was also about 5.5 seconds. Additionally,
the average height losses during recognition and reaction were about 93 feet and about
97 feet respectively.
The research concluded that an average pilot would therefore need about 11 seconds of
time and about 200 ft of height above the ground to recognise and react to a severe
windshear encounter.

1.18.6.1

Aircrew decision-making behaviour in hazardous weather avoidance

Aircrew judgement and a lack of timely and comprehensive weather information have
frequently been contributing factors to weather-related aircraft incidents and
accidents40, 41, 42. Between 1975 and 1985, windshear encounters associated with
microburst events were responsible for 14 US air carrier accidents involving more than
400 fatalities .
An incident involving four transport-category aircraft at Denver, Colorado on 11 July
1988 highlighted problems on how air traffic controllers and flight crews manage
weather information . The aircraft consecutively entered active microbursts during the
landing approach, despite each crew being provided with warning of their presence.
Investigation into the human-performance aspects of the incident revealed that:
there were a number of failures in the management of information related to
microburst activity, but it was the manner in which advisory and alert information
was delivered during the incident that may have been the primary contributing
factor.45
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Microbursts are transient phenomena that require timely ATC and aircrew situation
assessment under high workloads and stressful conditions. They are often embedded
in less hazardous windshears, making it difficult for crews to discriminate between the
cues associated with a relatively common occurrence associated with convective
weather (windshear) from a more remote occurrence (microburst). Microbursts are a
relatively common hazard associated with severe thunderstorms, and when crews are
confronted by convective weather, their decision-making will be influenced by how
and when such weather information is presented46.
A study of the Denver incident was conducted to determine crew awareness and
decision-making behaviour in a microburst/windshear environment47. The incident
was selected to examine how information management affected aircrew performance
in a potentially hazardous environment. The study examined how crews used, or failed
to use, available information presented in different forms and at different times to
assess the likelihood of hazardous weather phenomenon. It also examined the impact
of advanced radar technology on crew situation assessment and decision-making
processes. Various methods were used to manipulate these variables and assess their
impact significance. They included analysis of crew utterances, alteration of airborne
weather radar displays, ATC alerts, and assessment of crew decision and aircraft
manoeuvre reaction times.
The study found that crews had difficulty in discriminating conditions conducive to
microburst events from less hazardous windshear events if they were only presented
with conventional ATC transmissions of weather information. When terminal area
convective weather information was provided in real time to crews on cockpit displays,
the crews demonstrated increased awareness of the probability of a microburst event.
The study also found that the elapsed time from the microburst alert to the announced
go-around decision by the captain was reduced by nearly one minute when the crew
were provided with a visual presentation of the microburst event in real time. That
potential time saving was operationally significant, because it provided crews with an
expanded manoeuvre time. Manoeuvre time was defined as the elapsed time between
the announced go-around decision and an aircrew control action associated with the
go-around, such as a change in aircraft configuration. The one-minute margin could
provide a distance advantage of up to 3 NM at typical approach speeds of transportcategory jet aircraft. It could also provide an additional altitude advantage of between
700 ft to 800 ft.
A significant proposition arising from the study was that repeated information updates
from ATC to crews were likely to be equally effective as cockpit visual displays of
microburst event activity.
In 1998, the Flight Safety Foundation published a report on worldwide approach-andlanding accidents between 1980 and 199648. The report recommended that improved
approach and landing safety relied on improved communication and mutual
understanding between air traffic control personnel and flight crews of each other’s
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operational environment. It also emphasised that crew resource management must be
broadened to include an improved interface between flight crews and ATC personnel.
Without that effective interface, misunderstanding or lack of knowledge of each other’s
operational environment could compromise flight safety.
1.18.7

Weather variables correlated with convective cell penetration/deviation
by pilots
In 1997, D. A. Rhoda and M. L. Pawlak, staff analysts at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology’s Lincoln Laboratory, examined the penetration and deviation behaviour
of aircraft flying near convective weather. Their research was published in a report
prepared for NASA in 1999, titled ‘An Assessment of Thunderstorm Penetrations and
Deviations by Commercial Aircraft in the Terminal Area’. Rhoda and Pawlak concluded
that storm cell penetrations were influenced by the following flight-related variables:
•

Leaders and Followers – aircraft that encounter heavy weather are more likely to
penetrate the weather if another aircraft has flown through that airspace recently

•

Aircraft behind schedule – aircraft behind schedule are more likely to penetrate
heavy weather than aircraft that are on-time or early

•

Aircraft that turn vs. Aircraft that do not turn – aircraft that make several turns
near the aerodrome are more likely to penetrate heavy weather than aircraft that
make a straight-in approach. The reasons given for this variable were

•

-

there was a higher cockpit workload associated with flying an approach with
downwind and base legs than during a straight-in approach, and the higher
workload meant that crews may have less time to assess weather radar returns
and to manipulate onboard radar controls

-

onboard weather radars may experience ground ‘clutter’ while banking during
a turn

-

the turning manoeuvres could result in aircraft flying into airspace not
previously scanned by weather radar

Time of day and Lightning Flash Rate – the propensity of aircraft to deviate around
clouds containing cloud-to-ground lightning differs with the propensity to deviate
at night.

Rhoda and Pawlak noted that lightning flashes were more difficult to see in the
daytime than at night, and that if pilots used the presence of lightning to identify
thunderstorms after dark then it was likely that more deviations would occur at night.
However, the research showed the opposite; twice as many deviations occurred during
daytime. Their explanation for that variance was that:
•

pilots may use the visual appearance of thunderstorms in the daytime to assist in a
decision to deviate

•

lightning flashes at night may be scattered and reflected by other clouds, making it
difficult for pilots to determine the exact location of a thunderstorm.

The research also found that 26 per cent of the leaders that encountered heavy weather
penetrated the storms. Further, 56 per cent of the followers that encountered the heavy
weather also penetrated the weather. However, those per centages increased when the
weather encounters occurred within 25km of an aerodrome. In these circumstances,
43 per cent of leaders and 93 per cent of the followers penetrated the storms.
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1.18.8

Convective weather decision support
There are significant scientific challenges in providing accurate multi-hour convective
forecasts, and convective activity has the potential to result in significant air traffic
delays. A major objective of the FAA has been to determine how to reduce the
increasing prevalence of delays in the air traffic system due to convective activity.
An eight-year study of convective weather operations in terminal areas conducted by
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory has shown that
traditional strategic air traffic management is enhanced by complementary tactical
weather decision support capability49.
The study determined that both terminal and en route decision support were
necessary, and that the critical product needs for that support included accurate and
timely information on the current and future locations of operationally significant
weather. That information would include update rates consistent with cell lifetimes as
short as 15 minutes, and appropriate indices of storm severity, and would need to:
be disseminated to terminal and en route facilities, as well as to airline systems
operations centres and pilots to facilitate collaborative decision making.

The study also noted that an improved tactical weather decision support system
provided by the integrated terminal weather system (ITWS) used at four major
terminals in the US, was gained by integrating lightning data with high update
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) data from convective activity. The TDWR
performed volumetric scans with an update rate of around six minutes. Individual
scans within the volume took 20 – 30 seconds, and low-level scans were completed at
around one-minute intervals. The integrated lightning and TDWR data provided
20-minute forecasts of storm movements and gust fronts.
1.18.9

US House of Representatives – Committee on Transportation and
Infrastructure, Subcommittee on Aviation – ‘Aviation Operations During
Severe Weather Conditions’
On 22 June 1999, the subcommittee heard evidence on aviation operations during
severe weather conditions.
The Chairman of the NTSB testified to the subcommittee that:
•

weather-related accidents occur too frequently

•

weather hazards in terminal50 areas continue to be a significant safety concern

•

thunderstorms and convective activity continue to be amongst the most significant
issues in aviation, especially in terminal areas

•

the NTSB was encouraged with the development of much needed equipment and
other recent developments with regard to weather reporting and dissemination.

However, the most up-to-date technology is ineffective unless flight crews re-examine
their decision-making process, and airlines re-evaluate their procedures and training
regarding flight in and near significant weather echoes located in the terminal area.
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The Executive Air Safety Chairman of the Air Line Pilots Association stated to the
subcommittee that:
•

everyone in the pilot’s communications chain had better weather information than
flight crews had available to them in the cockpit

•

in certain weather-related accidents, the crews attempted to land because they had
visual contact with the aerodrome and runway environment (in these instances,
their landing decisions may have been more compelling than the deteriorating
weather which they were facing)

•

the solution was to provide flight crews with direct access to real time weather
information, for example, data link of weather graphics that would help them with
strategic decisions.

The Associate Administrator for Air Traffic, FAA stated to the subcommittee that:
•

flight crews must make tactical decisions based on information such as reports on
the cloud ceilings, visibility, thunderstorms, turbulence, icing, windshear, winds
aloft, and even volcanic ash clouds

•

armed with that information, pilots could plan around bad weather

•

using air traffic control to disseminate that information when appropriate was a
vital, but sometimes under-rated link in providing accurate weather information

•

it was the responsibility of air traffic control to provide accurate, timely and
comprehensive weather information

•

it was the responsibility of pilots to use that information wisely.

The Senior Vice President for Aviation Safety and Operations, Air Transport
Association of America, stated to the subcommittee that:
•

air carriers needed increased access to weather data

•

the potential benefits of getting improved weather data to the cockpit would not be
realised without a continued commitment to implement data link (to the cockpit)

•

as new technology is developed, it ‘simply takes too long’ to get the (weather)
products out to the end-user community.

The representative of the National Air Traffic Controllers Association stated to the
subcommittee that:

1.18.10

•

sudden weather shifts alter the requirements for safe and efficient operation,
requiring the full attention of air traffic controllers and pilots

•

air traffic controllers must provide more information to pilots when less airspace is
available for manoeuvring (due to weather)

•

air traffic controllers must broadcast weather information as weather changes
gained importance.

NTSB safety recommendations
Since 1976, the NTSB has issued a number of safety recommendations to the FAA
regarding the hazards of low altitude windshear, including the related concern
regarding the timely detection of hazardous weather. Those recommendations
included the requirement for:
•

50

research into flight hazards of thunderstorms and low-level windshear

•

development of improved equipment to detect hazardous weather

•

development of air traffic control procedures to improve traffic management
during periods of hazardous weather

•

development of training programs and training aids to emphasise the hazards of
low-level flight through thunderstorms.

See Appendix 4 for further information regarding recommendations that may be
relevant to the Australian context.
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2.

ANALYSIS

2.1

Introduction
At the time of the occurrence, the mechanisms in place convective weather decision
support within the Australian airspace system were less complete and effective than
they could have been. In the US mechanisms provided detailed information on the
movement of storms and their associated phenomena, such as gust fronts and
microbursts. The Brisbane weather radar only provided volumetric radar scans at
10 minute intervals, and the imagery was not integrated with lightning data to provide
20 minute forecasts of storm movements and gust fronts likely to affect aircraft
operations at the aerodrome. Additionally, Airservices Australia did not provide
controllers with additional hazardous weather information that was available from
BoM public weather warnings, aerodrome warnings, or lightning alerts. The
integration of that additional information with the aviation forecasts,
METRAD/RAPIC, and their visual observations may have allowed the controllers to
provide more accurate and timely information about the likely intensity and
movement of the storm to the crew of TJX. For a period leading up to the occurrence,
the aviation weather forecasts for Brisbane did not accurately reflect the developing
weather conditions. That inconsistency, together with the lack of an effective
convective weather decision support system meant there was no collaborative decisionmaking relationship between forecasters, air traffic control and the crew. That resulted
in a lack of a shared understanding about the severity of the approaching
thunderstorm, and its likely effect on the aircraft.
The crew seemed to be unaware of the intensity of the thunderstorm until the aircraft
was established on final approach to runway 19. At that point, the runway and
approach lighting systems were visible to them, and they continued the approach. That
factor correlated with the findings of previous weather-related occurrences, where
crews persisted with their attempts to land because they had visual contact with the
runway environment.
Had the controllers regularly updated the crew with all relevant information about the
storm, it would have improved the crew’s situational awareness of the deteriorating
weather conditions. That would have allowed them to adopt a tactical focus to the
situation, and placed them in a better position to determine the advisability of
continuing the flight towards a known area of hazardous weather.
The crew discontinued the approach after the aircraft encountered heavy rain and hail
and the approach and runway lighting became obscured. During the go-around, the
climb performance of the aircraft was adversely affected by microburst conditions and
heavy rain associated with the intense thunderstorm.
The analysis examines the interrelation of those events, and how they resulted in a
potentially hazardous and serious incident51.
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2.2

Aircraft

2.2.1

General
There was no evidence that the performance degradation experienced during the goaround was due to any malfunction of the aircraft, its engines or systems.

2.2.2

Go-around performance
Following the pilot-in-command’s decision to discontinue the approach, a go-around
was initiated, and the aircraft attained normal climb performance.
About 14 seconds after the aircraft was established in the go-around, and as it was
climbing through 700 ft, the climb performance began to reduce because of the
combined effects of flight through the microburst downdraft and heavy rain.
The aircraft manufacturer reported that the actual aircraft performance was consistent
with the go-around manoeuvre having been conducted in microburst windshear
conditions. It concluded that an improved climb gradient would have been expected
had those conditions not been present.
The recorded flight data for the occurrence sequence indicated that the maximum
horizontal wind speed sustained by the aircraft was 28 kts at 0729:09. Within
17 seconds, it reduced to seven kts, and during that period, the aircraft’s rate of climb
reduced from about 3,600 ft/min to less than 300 ft/min, that is, a reduction of more
than 3,300 ft/min. During that same period, the aircraft’s airspeed reduced from
168 kts to 144 kts. The airspeed therefore reduced at the same time as the wind speed
reduced which was consistent with flight through microburst windshear conditions.
Had the aircraft encountered those conditions just before the go-around was initiated,
the time taken for the crew to recognise and then react to the situation may have
resulted in a more serious outcome. At that stage, the aircraft would have been at an
altitude of about 200 feet, with the engines operating at a relatively low thrust setting,
and with the landing gear and wing flaps in the landing configuration. Entry into a
3,300 ft/min downdraft at that point would have given the crew less than 5 seconds to
execute the prescribed B737 windshear recovery manoeuvre to prevent collision with
the ground.

2.2.3

Weather radar
It is probable that the heavy rain associated with the thunderstorm resulted in a
downward colour shift on the aircraft weather radar display during the landing
approach. Consequently, the crew may not have been able to accurately assess the
severity of weather ahead.
The radar did not have the capability to provide ‘predictive’ forward-looking
windshear detection and avoidance information to the crew. That capability would
have provided an early alert to the crew about the hazardous conditions that existed
along the flight path of the aircraft, and probably assisted them to make the
appropriate strategic decisions to avoid or minimise those hazards.
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2.2.4

Ground Proximity Warning System
The optional windshear caution alert function of the GPWS units fitted to the
operator’s B737-300/400 fleet was not enabled 52. If the windshear caution alert
function had been enabled on TJX, it would have provided the crew with a windshear
caution alert at 0729:06 (timeframe 4891), when the positive shear level ‘g’ experienced
by the aircraft exceeded the windshear caution threshold (see Figure 1). That was
before the aircraft entered the microburst. The optional windshear caution alert
capability would therefore have provided an early alert to the crew about the
hazardous windshear conditions that existed along the flight path of the aircraft, and
probably would have allowed them to make appropriate tactical decisions to avoid or
minimise those conditions.
The aircraft manufacturer considered that the windshear caution alert was capable of
generating false warnings. Crews that experience false warnings on a regular basis may
be likely to ignore or mistrust those warnings. The investigation was unable to
determine the reliability or otherwise of the windshear caution alert, and therefore the
effect it may have had on the crew of the aircraft, had it been enabled.
The windshear warning function of the GPWS units fitted to the operator’s B737300/400 fleet was always active when the units were operated, and was capable of
providing crews with a windshear warning when aircraft encountered a predetermined
negative shear level. Examination of the flight data revealed that the negative shear
level encountered by TJX did not reach the value required to trigger a windshear
warning. That was despite the fact that the downdraft and heavy rain encountered by
the aircraft resulted in a deterioration of its rate of climb from about 3,600 ft/min to
less than 300 ft/min in a relatively short space of time just after the go-around had
been initiated. Under the circumstances, the GPWS windshear warning capability was
of no benefit to the crew. Had the GPWS windshear warning threshold been less
restrictive, it may have provided the crew with earlier warning that they were in
windshear associated with the microburst downdraft. It is also likely that the crew’s
response to the deteriorated energy state of the aircraft would then have been quicker
and therefore provided an improved safety margin.
During the go-around, the GPWS issued two ‘Terrain’ warnings and a ‘Pull Up’
warning. The flight data, however, revealed the aircraft had not passed over any terrain
or man-made structures that would have caused the radio altimeter to register those
height losses, thus leading the GPWS to issue Mode 2 warnings signifying excessive
terrain closure rate. The investigation concluded that the Mode 2 warnings were
‘technical’ warnings, that is, equipment design deficiencies, and were probably
triggered by flight through heavy rain and/or hail associated with the aircraft’s flight
through the thunderstorm.

2.3

Flight crew

2.3.1

Expectation of weather at Brisbane aerodrome
The crew relied on the Brisbane TAF, issued by BoM 0213, when planning for the flight
prior to their departure from Sydney. The previous TAF, issued at 2021 the previous
evening, indicated thunderstorms were expected at Brisbane between 2200 on
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17 January and 0300 on 18 January. The 0213 TAF, however, contained no indication
that thunderstorms were likely in the Brisbane area at the time the aircraft was due to
arrive at Brisbane aerodrome. The crew therefore departed Sydney without expectation
that thunderstorms were likely to be present when they arrived at Brisbane.
Brisbane tower was responsible for initiating a hazard alert when there was an
amended TAF or TTF issued that forecast deterioration below the alternate minima
within 60 minutes of its issue. The TTF issued at 0630, after TJX became airborne at
Sydney, forecast a possibility of thunderstorms, a change in visibility to 3,000 m and
broken cloud at 1,000 ft between 0700 and 0900. Brisbane tower received that TTF at
0636, but did not ensure that it was passed to the crew of TJX. Another TTF was issued
at 0700, which included information that lightning had been observed to the south of
Brisbane aerodrome. That TTF was also not passed to the crew.
The first information provided to the crew that there was a thunderstorm approaching
Brisbane aerodrome was when ATIS ‘Lima’ was issued at 0708:30. At that point the
aircraft had commenced its descent into Brisbane.
A further TTF was issued at 0718, which included information that thunderstorms and
rain showers had been observed at Brisbane aerodrome. That TTF was also not passed
to the crew. Had the crew been provided with that information, it would have given
them an opportunity to seek additional information about the thunderstorms expected
at Brisbane.
ATIS ‘Mike’ was issued at 0724:30, when the aircraft was to the north of the aerodrome
being radar vectored towards the final approach path, but was not passed to the crew.
Had the controllers passed that information to the crew, it may have provided the crew
with an opportunity to seek further information about the storm, and to perhaps
consider the advisability of continuing the approach. Had the crew received ATIS
‘Mike’ and then elected to discontinue the approach, the microburst encounter may
have been avoided and thus would have improved safety margins.
2.3.2

Approach decision

The aircraft departed Sydney eight minutes behind schedule. Research has indicated
that crews of aircraft that are behind schedule are more likely to penetrate heavy
weather than crews of aircraft that are on time or early53. The investigation was unable
to determine, however, if that delay was likely to have influenced the crew to continue
with the approach into deteriorating weather conditions at Brisbane.
The approach sequencing for TJX involved several turns within 15 miles of the
aerodrome to ensure separation with the preceding Boeing 747, and resulted in the
crew operating under a relatively high workload. During that period of manoeuvring,
the attention of both crewmembers was likely to have been focussed on establishing the
aircraft onto the final approach. That distraction may have prevented the crew from
devoting attention to evaluating the weather radar returns or cues from the external
environment that may have provided them with information about the severity of the
weather they were approaching.
The thunderstorm could not be clearly seen by the crew as the aircraft approached
Brisbane. Therefore, the crew had no information about its visual appearance that
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could have assisted them in deciding whether to continue inbound to Brisbane or to
deviate. Unlike the controllers, the crew did not report seeing any lightning from the
storm as they approached Brisbane. That was probably due to it being daytime, and
that the storm was masked from their view. The intense radar reflectivity on the
leading edge of the storm should have been apparent to the crew of TJX on the
aircraft’s weather radar. However, the high rainfall associated with the storm was likely
to have reduced the radar reflectivity of the echoes behind the leading edge of the
storm as it was approached by TJX. The reduced radar reflectivity as a result of
attenuation probably meant that the aircraft weather radar could no longer be relied
on to provide the crew with an accurate assessment of the weather ahead. The crew
reported that the runway 19 approach lighting was visible during the approach, but
that at about 1,500 ft, it was becoming obscured due to rain. At about the same time,
the Aerodrome Controller asked the crew of the preceding Boeing 747 if that aircraft
was clear of the runway. The crew of TJX did not appear to have assessed the
significance of the controller’s request to the crew of the Boeing 747 to confirm they
were clear of the runway. It provided a cue that visibility at the aerodrome had
deteriorated and therefore a visual landing was probably no longer assured.
It appears likely that the crew’s decision to continue the approach was therefore
influenced by:
•

Their being required to make several turns near the aerodrome before intercepting
final approach. Research has indicated that aircraft that make several turns near the
aerodrome are more likely to penetrate heavy weather than aircraft that make a
straight-in approach54.

•

Their lack of awareness of the intensity of the storm because:
-

they had no clear visual sighting of its appearance

-

daytime conditions masked the lightning coming from the storm

-

the high rainfall associated with the storm resulted in attenuation of the
airborne weather radar returns.

•

A preceding aircraft successfully landing within 10 minutes of TJX’s arrival time.
Research has indicated that aircraft are more likely to penetrate convective weather
if another aircraft has flown through the airspace recently55.

•

The prominence of the runway 19 lighting system until the latter stages of the
approach. Previous weather-related occurrences have indicated that crews have
attempted to land in close proximity to thunderstorm and/or microburst activity
because they had visual contact with the runway environment56.
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2.3.3

Turning near aerodrome
Research has indicated that aircraft that turn near the aerodrome are more likely to
penetrate heavy weather than aircraft that make a straight-in approach for three
reasons57:
•

cockpit workload

•

radar ground clutter

•

turning into airspace not previously scanned by radar.

Flight crews generally have a higher workload when flying an approach consisting of
downwind and base legs, and that type of approach gives crews less time to evaluate
weather radar returns. Secondly, airborne weather radars may experience excessive
ground clutter or anomalous propagation while banking during a turn. Thirdly, an
aircraft’s turning manoeuvres may result in the aircraft flying into airspace not
previously scanned by radar.
The aircraft’s profile met all of these requirements.
2.3.4

Leaders and followers in convective weather penetrations
Research has indicated that successful penetration of convective weather by preceding
crews influences flight crews of following aircraft with reference to continuing flight
into thunderstorms58. In particular, there is a correlation between the following aircraft
flight crew’s decision to penetrate heavy weather if preceding aircraft along the same
route have done so within the preceding 10 minutes. The sequence of events leading up
to the occurrence correlated with the research findings that penetration of storms is
likely to increase when weather encounters occur within 25km of an aerodrome. Under
those circumstances, 43 per cent of leaders and 93 per cent of the followers penetrated
storms. It is likely that the crew of TJX was influenced by the fact that the preceding
Boeing 747 had landed when TJX was within 25 km of the aerodrome.

2.3.5

Prominence of the runway 19 lighting system
It is likely that the crew experienced some degree of ‘salience bias’ associated with the
prominence of the runway 19 approach lighting. Salience bias refers to the tendency to
focus on physically important characteristics in the environment, such as bright lights,
thereby reducing one’s attention to other critical cues in the environment. That bias
occurs when decision-makers do not necessarily process all information available to
them, particularly during periods of high workload and/or stress. Previous research has
indicated that approaches in adverse weather constitute a high workload for flight
crews59.
Under high workload conditions, individuals and teams may reduce their sampling
rate of peripheral information or those aspects of the environment that attract less
attentional focus, and increase the tendency to sample dominant or probable sources
of information. Therefore, increased attention to some task and environmental
elements, including completing checklists, stabilising the approach, the approach
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lighting, may have induced loss of situational awareness of other important elements
that were capable of alerting the crew to the hazardous conditions they were about to
encounter. Those included a rapid reduction in visibility, and the tower controller’s
report of hail on the aerodrome.
A combination of salience bias, stress, and high workload probably reduced the flight
crew’s ability to fully consider the implications of the meteorological conditions. By
not providing the crew with regular and more specific weather information, air traffic
control exacerbated that situation.
2.3.6

Flight Crew reaction times
There appeared to be a lack of appreciation of the severity of the thunderstorm and it’s
associated phenomena by both the flight crew and the controllers. Limited
information regarding the location and intensity of the thunderstorm was passed to
the crew of TJX during the approach. Consequently, the pilot in command’s decision
to discontinue the approach was delayed until the aircraft encountered heavy rain and
hail. At that point, both crewmembers became uncomfortable with the prevailing
weather and the pilot in command announced his intention to go-around. It is likely
that the crew may have made an earlier decision to discontinue the approach, had they
been provided with repeated information updates on the intensity and direction and
movement of the thunderstorm by the controllers. This may have provided the crew
with additional time for assessment of the weather and provided an additional margin
for avoidance manoeuvring.
The operator’s prescribed limits for a stable approach were exceeded at various times
during the approach. Although the approach was unstable, it was not a significant
factor in the occurrence. Had the approach been discontinued when it became
unstable, it is likely that the aircraft would still have penetrated the microburst during
the go-around manoeuvre. Nevertheless, an earlier response by both crew members to
the unstable approach, and earlier initiation of a go-around, would have resulted in the
aircraft being at a greater altitude when the heavy rain and strong downdrafts were
encountered, thus providing a greater safety margin.
The aircraft performance began to deteriorate as it climbed through 1,000 feet during
the go-around. The crew observed that the aircraft was slow to accelerate and that the
rate of climb had reduced to less than 500 ft/min. Shortly after the crew noted the
reduced climb performance, the GPWS ‘technical’ ‘Terrain’ warnings sounded. The
pilot in command responded to the first ‘Terrain’ warning by by advancing the thrust
levers to the forward mechanical stops (commonly referred to as ‘firewalling’ the thrust
levers). Two seconds after the first ‘Terrain’ warning sounded, a second ‘Terrain’
warning occurred, followed one second later by a ‘Pull up’ warning. The pilot in
command did not believe that the aircraft was in danger of imminent contact with the
ground. Nevertheless, he responded to that warning by increasing the pitch attitude of
the aircraft to 20 degrees nose-up.
The pilot in command stated that during the go-around his attention was focused
primarily on his EADI to ensure the aircraft maintained the required pitch and bank
attitude to achieve the maximum climb performance. At the same time, the co-pilot
focussed his attention on the EADI and the IVSI to confirm that the aircraft was not
descending towards terrain. The co-pilot then called out the rate of climb and radio
altimeter indications to the pilot in command. Both pilots stated that there was
considerable noise in the cockpit from the impact of the heavy rain and hail on the
aircraft, and the noise made it difficult to communicate at a normal level.
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The GPWS was not configured to provide the crew with warning of an impending
encounter with windshear (windshear caution) before the microburst and associated
strong downdraft were encountered. Additionally, it did not provide a ‘windshear’
warning to the crew when the aircraft encountered the microburst, because the
negative ‘g’ encountered was insufficient to trigger the windshear warning. The lack of
windshear cautions and warnings, coupled with a number of other factors, may have
led the crew to underestimate the severity of the thunderstorm and it’s effects on the
aircraft’s performance. Those other factors included the limited information passed to
the crew about the intensity of the thunderstorm, the multiple turns required while the
aircraft was being radar vectored onto the final approach for runway 19, and the higher
than normal workload of the crew experienced by the crew during the approach into
deteriorating weather.

2.4

Bureau of Meteorology
BoM’s duty forecasting staff used different criteria for the issue of public weather
warnings and aerodrome terminal forecasts. Public weather warnings were issued for
the Brisbane metropolitan area whenever radar or other evidence indicated that severe
thunderstorms were present in, or expected to enter, the designated warning area. The
Brisbane aerodrome terminal forecast was a statement of meteorological conditions
expected for a specified period in the airspace within a radius of five nautical miles of
the centre of the aerodrome. Therefore, the public weather and aviation products could
at times differ. At 0552 on the morning of the occurrence, BoM issued a Severe
Thunderstorm Warning to the public because thunderstorms had been observed on
the BoM weather radar at 0430 hours. However, the forecasters did not integrate that
information into the Brisbane aerodrome forecast. They considered that there was less
than a 30 per cent probability of thunderstorms because it was approaching the time of
day when they were least likely to occur.
Despite all evidence pointing to the continued presence of thunderstorms in the
Brisbane area after 0400 hours on the morning of the occurrence, the forecasters did
not update the forecast for Brisbane aerodrome to indicate the presence of
thunderstorms until 0630. By then the aircraft had departed Sydney.
BoM staff experienced a high workload on the morning of the occurrence, and had
limited time to analyse the three-dimensional weather radar imagery. Additionally,
they did not seek information about the approaching thunderstorm from the
controllers at Brisbane aerodrome, and that represented a missed opportunity to
update their assessment of its severity and likely impact on aircraft operating in the
Brisbane terminal area.
At 0635 BoM issued an aerodrome warning for Brisbane aerodrome that correctly
identified the severe weather conditions likely to exist in the period 0700 to 090060.
Airservices did not receive aerodrome warnings. The aerodrome warning complied
with the provisions of ICAO Annex 3, but information about the expected intensity of
those weather conditions was not integrated into the 0630 TTF. BoM therefore did not
place special emphasis on the provision of information about the hazardous weather
phenomena near Brisbane aerodrome that were likely to be associated with the
thunderstorm. That was contrary to the recommendations contained in ICAO Doc
9377-AN/915.
60
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Information about the expected intensity of thunderstorms in the Brisbane terminal
area was therefore not available to the controllers to support their concerns about the
appearance of the approaching weather.
Windshear events are not readily detectable using current meteorological instrumentation, and at the time of the occurrence, BoM was not able to provide forecasts of
hazardous microbursts from thunderstorms that could adversely affect aircraft on an
approach or take-off path.

2.5

Air Traffic Services

2.5.1

Provision of weather information to crews.
The philosophy of Airservices Australia was to provide flight crews with timely
information to augment that available from onboard equipment or observation, to
enable appropriate flight deck decisions to be made. Air traffic controllers therefore
needed sufficient information to meet that goal, but Airservices Australia had elected
not to receive aerodrome warnings or lightning alerts from BoM. Those weather
products were issued once certain pre-defined criteria had been met. They could have
been utilised to provide a broader awareness of the actual (and potential) weather
conditions, other than that which was provided by the aviation-specific weather
products alone. That improved awareness may have allowed the controllers to provide
the crews of approaching aircraft with more timely advice about those hazards.
Aerodrome warnings include advice of potential severe thunderstorms. Had the tower
controllers received the 0630 aerodrome warning and the 0715 lightning alert, it may
have permitted them to integrate that information with their visual observations of the
approaching weather and from the METRAD / RAPIC. That would have assisted them
to better appreciate the hazardous situation that was developing, and to provide that
advice to flight crews and BoM. The additional information provided by aerodrome
warnings and lightning alerts had the potential to improve the controllers’
appreciation of the hazardous nature of the weather and its associated risks.

2.5.2

Expectancy of the air traffic controllers
The controllers relied on the weather information contained in the TTFs and were
aware that thunderstorms and rain showers were likely during the period 0700 to 0900,
and had concerns about the visual appearance of the approaching thunderstorm. The
controllers did not attempt to clarify those concerns with the BoM forecasting staff.
Confirmation bias may have affected the controllers’ analysis of the weather conditions
leading up to the occurrence, and their assessment of the likelihood of a rapid
deterioration of those conditions. Confirmation bias is the tendency to seek
information that will confirm what is already believed to be true. Information that is
inconsistent with the chosen hypothesis is then ignored or discounted. That bias
facilitates errors in organising the search for information61. For example, individuals
may only attend to part of the task information or fail to keep abreast of changes in the
environment. Essentially, individuals may only seek information that confirms their
present interpretation of the situation.
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Individuals can be influenced by a tendency to match cues from a current situation to
those forming a mental model of a situation residing in long-term memory62. If the
pattern of cues in long-term memory is not an accurate indicator of the current
situation, the individual’s judgment may be flawed. Once a match has been established,
individuals may tend to adhere to that interpretation, even if confronted by contrary
evidence.
In this occurrence, it appears likely that the controllers’ familiarity with Brisbane
weather conditions may have led them to dismiss or not fully consider either the
potential severity of the approaching thunderstorm, or the hazards it was likely to
present to aircraft in the Brisbane terminal area. That familiarity may have also
reduced the controllers’ initiative to query BoM about the approaching storm and the
likely weather conditions associated with it. Had they taken that initiative, they would
have had a better understanding of the severity of the storm and the probability of
associated hazardous weather phenomena, such as microbursts.
At 0641, the Brisbane Tower Coordinator informed the Approach Control Coordinator
that ‘lots of lightning’ was coming from the approaching thunderstorm that was
evident on the controllers’ METRAD displays. However, the Tower Controller’s
comments did not precisely convey any concerns about the severity of the approaching
thunderstorm or its likely impact on aircraft operating within the terminal area.
The METRAD images were not ‘real time’, but the result of a ten-minute update cycle,
and the radar images were typically displayed two to five minutes after the radar update
time. The storm’s actual location was therefore likely to have been closer to Brisbane
aerodrome than was depicted on the controllers’ METRAD displays.
At 0717:22, the Aerodrome Controller advised the Approach North Controller:
You can see [on] the radar it’s [the storm] getting close.

At 0717:35 the controllers again discussed the approaching storm, and estimated its
arrival at the aerodrome at about 0730.
The controllers’ appeared to have relied on the METRAD images of the thunderstorm
to determine its distance from, and estimated arrival time at, Brisbane aerodrome.
Analysis of the BoM three-dimensional weather radar data of the storm revealed that at
0717 it was located about 7 km to the south-west of the aerodrome, and was overhead
the aerodrome at 0725.
The approach controllers were aware of the approaching thunderstorm, but they were
unable to observe its approach due to their location in the terminal control radar
facility. The only indication of the storm’s location that was available to the approach
controllers was that depicted on their METRAD displays. It is possible that when TJX
still had about 9NM to run on the approach, the approach controllers underestimated
the proximity of the approaching thunderstorm, and did not appreciate that it would
be overhead the aerodrome earlier than expected.
The tower controllers were responsible for initiating changes to the ATIS and issuing
hazard alerts, but they did not amend the ATIS to include mention of the
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thunderstorm that was approaching the aerodrome from the south until 0708.
Additionally, they did not issue any hazard alert to advise crews of its likely intensity.
The Approach Coordinator was not responsible for initiating appropriate air traffic
control procedures for the avoidance of adverse weather conditions. However, when
informed about the appearance of the approaching thunderstorm, the Approach
Coordinator did not query the Tower Coordinator about its intensity or what action
was needed in response to the situation that was developing.
The use of imprecise language to describe the appearance of the approaching
thunderstorm, and a failure to query what action needed to be taken, resulted in flight
crews being provided with insufficient information about the thunderstorm and its
likely effects.
Had either the tower or approach controllers passed additional or more specific
information about the thunderstorm to the crew of TJX, it may have provided
sufficient impetus to interrupt their decision to continue the approach and allowed
them sufficient time to develop strategic and tactical alternatives to avoid that
hazardous weather.
At 0720, the controllers collectively believed that the storm was likely to affect the
aerodrome sometime in the next five to ten minutes, yet that information was still not
conveyed to the crews of aircraft that were due to arrive at the aerodrome within that
period. It appeared, however, that the controllers were not fully cognisant of the crew’s
operational predicament in the event that the aircraft’s approach had to be
discontinued63. In the absence of definitive information from on-board or external
sources, the pilot in command had no assistance to facilitate a more timely, effective
and aggressive go-around decision that would have provided an additional margin for
avoidance manoeuvring64.

2.6

Analysis of the thunderstorm
During the go-around, the aircraft encountered hail produced by the thunderstorm.
The hail diameter was not measured, but as the aircraft was undamaged by the
encounter with hail, it is likely that the hail diameter was less than 2 cm. Additionally,
the thunderstorm did not produce flash flooding or tornadoes, and no wind gusts of
41 kt or greater were detected during the passage of the storm over Brisbane
aerodrome. The 48 dBz reflectivity of the thunderstorm exceeded 26,000 ft during the
period 0615 to 0734, and although it reached its maximum intensity just prior to
passing overhead Brisbane aerodrome, the thunderstorm did not meet the BoM
criteria to define it as a severe thunderstorm.(refer to 1.18.1)
The Marburg weather radar data at 0722 and 0732 revealed a multicellular storm
moving north-east at 60 kph near Brisbane aerodrome. Cells A and B of the
thunderstorm passed just south of runway 19 65. The radar data revealed that a
reflectivity core (Cell C) developed over runway 19 on the northern flank of Cell A
during the period 0722 to 0732.
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The BoM anemometer 1-minute-mean data for Brisbane aerodrome revealed that at
0732 the wind speed had increased to 20 kts with gusts to 26 kts. It is probable that the
increase in wind speed was associated with the development of Cell C over runway 19.
As the aircraft approached runway 19, the SSFDR wind direction (true) was about 180
degrees and the wind speed rapidly increased to 25 – 30 kts. That was consistent with
the data from the BoM anemometer.
Microburst events are generally associated with large variations of wind direction and
speed. High-resolution data from the other anemometers located at Brisbane
aerodrome was not recorded, and was therefore not available to assist in the analysis of
the microburst event. The microburst in this case was considered by BoM to be
relatively weak, based on the maximum winds observed at the BoM anemometer
located on Brisbane aerodrome.
The performance of the aircraft was typical of the consequences of a microburst
encounter, that is, a rapid loss of airspeed and a strong downdraft experienced near a
convective cell. It is likely that those effects were due to the aircraft having penetrated
Cell C during the go-around.
At the time of the occurrence, a total of 8.8 mm of rain was recorded as having fallen at
Brisbane aerodrome between 0725 and 0730, which was equivalent to a rainfall rate of
105.6 mm per hour. Research has indicated that flight through rainfall in excess of
100 mm/hour (heavy rain) is likely to result in significant aerodynamic penalties66.
During the go-around, the aircraft rate of climb reduced from about 3,600 ft/min to
less than 300 ft/min, that is, a reduction of about 3,300 ft/min. The downdraft and
heavy rain associated with the microburst therefore combined to seriously compromise
the go-around performance of the aircraft. The investigation was unable to determine
the contribution to the total loss of climb performance due to:
•

the vertical component of the downdraft

•

the decrease in angle of attack as a result of the vertical component of the
downdraft

•

the additional loss due to the precipitation loading.

A descending airmass has a positive F-Factor, and will decrease the energy state of an
aircraft. A typical transport-category aircraft travelling at 150 kts that encounters
windshear with an F-factor of 0.15 over one nautical mile will experience an altitude
loss of 911 ft if no recovery action is taken.
During the go-around, and as the aircraft climb performance began to rapidly reduce,
the airspeed dropped to below 150 kts. The aircraft was therefore travelling slightly less
than two and a half air nautical miles per minute. The 3,300 ft/min reduction in rate of
climb therefore represented a loss of 1,320 ft per air nautical mile, which suggested that
the microburst F-factor was greater than 0.15.
A typical twin-jet transport-category aircraft has an excess thrust-to-weight ratio of
between about 0.20 and 0.17, and is capable of maintaining the necessary energy state
for a windshear encounter of F>0.15. The reduction of the rate of climb to less than
300 ft/min was an indication that the aircraft was nearing the stage where there was no
longer an excess thrust-to-weight ratio, and that there was a risk that its maximum
performance capability was about to be exceeded.
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The occurrence highlights that thunderstorms and convective activity in terminal areas
are a significant issue in aviation. The occurrence also highlights the adverse effect of
heavy rain on aircraft performance. The hazards associated with those weather
conditions are not solely confined to the presence of severe thunderstorms, and should
not be underestimated. Whenever convective activity is forecast, there is a potential for
microburst windshear and heavy rain near thunderstorms.
The occurrence also highlights that without appropriate systems designed to detect
hazardous wind shear in Australia, there is a need for an effective system to facilitate
collaborative decision making between forecasters, controllers, pilots and operators
during periods of convective weather67.
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3.

CONCLUSIONS

3.1

Findings

3.1.1

Aircraft
1. The aircraft held a valid maintenance release for the flight.
2. The weight and centre-of-gravity were within certified limits during the flight.
3. There were no aircraft, engine or system malfunctions that contributed to the
degraded go-around performance.
4. The aircraft was not fitted with equipment to provide predictive warnings to allow
the crew to consider appropriate action to avoid a windshear encounters, nor was
it required to be.

3.1.2

Flight Crew
1. The crew was properly licensed and medically fit to conduct the flight.
2. The crew departed Sydney without any expectation that thunderstorm activity was
likely at Brisbane aerodrome.
3. The crew was trained in appropriate windshear recovery manoeuvres on the B737.
4. The crew was trained in the use of weather radar.
5. The crew did not comply with the provisions of the operator’s Operations Manual
in respect of thunderstorm avoidance.
6. The crew had visual contact with the approach lights for runway 19 during the
approach.
7. The crew conducted an approach into an area of intense convective activity that
was conducive to microburst activity.
8. The crew were not aware of the thunderstorm’s intensity and its associated
microburst until the aircraft performance began to deteriorate during the goaround.
9. The pilot in command responded appropriately when the aircraft performance
rapidly deteriorated and the GPWS Mode 2 ‘Terrain’ and ‘Pull Up’ aural alerts
sounded.

3.1.3

Operator’s documentation and procedures
1. The operator provided its operations personnel with an operations manual, in
compliance with Civil Aviation Regulation 215.
2. The operations manual contained advice that crews should stay clear of
thunderstorm cells and heavy precipitation and areas of known windshear.
3. The operations manual contained advice that the presence of windshear could be
indicated by a variety of factors, including thunderstorm activity. However, it
contained no guidance on the probability of the presence of microburst windshear
in different meteorological conditions.
4. The operations manual contained advice on windshear recovery manoeuvres.
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5. The operations manual contained advice on microbursts. However, it contained no
advice of aircraft performance in windshear conditions, or the aerodynamic
penalties associated with flight through heavy rain.
6. The operations manual contained advice on the use of weather radar, including
attenuation due to heavy rain.
7. The operations manual contained advice on permitted flight tolerances during the
approach phase of flight.
3.1.4

Operator’s Flight Dispatch
1. Flight Dispatch did not proactively provide timely and comprehensive weather
information to the crew about the deteriorating weather conditions at Brisbane.

3.1.5

Bureau of Meteorology
1. The 0213 TAF issued by BoM on 18 January 2001 did not indicate that
thunderstorms were likely to be present at Brisbane aerodrome at the time of the
aircraft’s arrival.
2. BoM did not issue a warning on the expected existence of windshear associated
with the thunderstorm that could adversely affect aircraft on the approach or takeoff path, contrary to the requirements of ICAO Annex 3.
3. BoM did not place special emphasis on the provision of information about the
hazardous weather phenomena near Brisbane aerodrome that were likely to be
associated with the thunderstorm, contrary to the recommendations contained in
ICAO Doc 9377-AN/915.

3.1.6

Air Traffic Services
1. The air traffic controllers handling the flight were properly licensed and medically
fit for duty.
2. The Brisbane tower controllers did not ensure that the 0630 TTF METAR for
Brisbane aerodrome was advised to the crew of TJX.
3. The Brisbane controllers did not comply with the provisions of MATS and Local
Instructions that required them to pass updated weather information to flight
crews.
4. At 0708, the controllers amended the ATIS to ‘Lima’, which contained information
that thunderstorms were approaching runway 19, in accordance with the
requirements of paragraph 4.3.7 s) of ICAO Annex 11.
5. The controllers did not provide specific weather information to the crew until the
aircraft was on final approach.
6. The controllers did not inform the crew of the precipitation echoes that were being
depicted on their METRAD display.
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3.2

Significant factors
1. There was an intense thunderstorm overhead Brisbane aerodrome at the time of
the occurrence.
2. The thunderstorm produced a microburst, hail and heavy rain, which the aircraft
encountered during the go-around.
3. Air traffic control and Bureau of Meteorology staff did not mutually exchange
information regarding the thunderstorm as it approached Brisbane aerodrome.
4. The controllers did not advise the crew of, and nor did the crew request, details of
the lateral limits, direction of travel and ground speed of the thunderstorm.
5. The terminology and language used by air traffic controllers to the crew of TJX and
between each other did not convey their concerns about the intensity of the
thunderstorm to the crew until the aircraft was on final approach.
6. The aircraft was not fitted with a forward-looking windshear warning system, nor
was it required to be.
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4.

SAFETY ACTION

4.1

Recommendations

4.1.1

Airservices Australia

4.1.1.1

Recommendation R20020168

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that Airservices Australia review
air traffic controller initial and periodic recurrent training programs to ensure they
adequately address the effect of convective weather on aircraft performance and the
limitations of airborne weather radar
4.1.1.2

Recommendation R20020169

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that Airservices Australia
expedite the development of an integrated weather radar/air traffic control radar video
display system capable of providing multiple weather echo intensity discrimination
without degradation of air traffic control radar information.
4.1.1.3

Recommendation R20020170

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that Airservices Australia
increase the emphasis in its controller training programs to ensure that all appropriate
sources of weather information, such as meteorological forecasts, controller
observations, radar information, and pilot reports are provided to flight crews.
4.1.1.4

Recommendation R20020171

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that Airservices Australia
develop a comprehensive convective weather refresher course as part of recurring
training for all personnel actively engaged in the control of air traffic.
4.1.1.5

Recommendation R20020172

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that Airservices Australia in
conjunction with the Bureau of Meteorology and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority
develop a standard scale of thunderstorm intensity for use within the aviation industry.
4.1.1.6

Recommendation R20020186

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that Airservices Australia in
conjunction with the Bureau of Meteorology develop a position in major air traffic
control locations, to be staffed with Bureau of Meteorology meteorologists, to be the
focal point for weather information coordination.
4.1.2

Bureau of Meteorology

4.1.2.1

Recommendation R20020176

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Bureau of Meteorology
in conjunction with Airservices Australia and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority
develop a standard scale of thunderstorm intensity for use within the aviation industry.
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4.1.2.2

Recommendation R20020180

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Bureau of Meteorology
ensure that all public weather warnings expected to affect the airspace of an air traffic
control facility be transmitted to that facility by the most expeditious means possible.
4.1.2.3

Recommendation R20020181

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Bureau of Meteorology
expedite the development, testing, and installation of advanced weather radar systems
to detect hazardous wind shears in high risk airport terminal areas.
4.1.2.4

Recommendation R20020182

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Bureau of Meteorology
expedite the research and development program to examine wind shifts and wind
shear, with the objective to improve the detection and forecasting of wind shifts and
the detection of windshear in the vicinity of high risk airport terminal areas.
4.1.2.5

Recommendation R2002183

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Bureau of Meteorology
in conjunction with the Civil Aviation Safety Authority review the meteorology
syllabus for initial and periodic recurrent training of all pilots and air traffic controllers
to ensure that the syllabus includes comprehensive information on convective weather
phenomena and its effects on aircraft performance.
4.1.2.6

Recommendation R20020184

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Bureau of Meteorology
expedite a program to record output data from all available wind sensors and Low
Level Wind Shear Alert Systems, and to retain that data for a minimum period of
30 days for use in reconstructing pertinent windshear events and as a basis for studies
to effect system safety and improvement.
4.1.2.7

Recommendation R20020185

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Bureau of Meteorology
in conjunction with Airservices Australia develop a position in major air traffic control
locations, to be staffed with Bureau of Meteorology meteorologists, to be the focal
point for weather information coordination.
4.1.3

Civil Aviation Safety Authority

4.1.3.1

Recommendation R20020173

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority in conjunction with the Bureau of Meteorology and Airservices Australia
develop a standard scale of thunderstorm intensity for use within the aviation industry.
4.1.3.2

Recommendation R2002174

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority in conjunction with the Bureau of Meteorology review the meteorology
syllabus for initial and periodic recurrent training of all pilots and air traffic controllers
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to ensure that the syllabus includes comprehensive information on convective weather
phenomena and its effects on aircraft performance.
4.1.3.3

Recommendation R20020175

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority ensure that operators increase the emphasis in their initial and periodic
recurrent training programs on the effective use of all available sources of weather
information, such as pre-flight meteorological briefings, ATIS broadcasts, controllerprovided reports, airborne weather radar, and visual observations, and provide
detailed guidance to pilots regarding the degradation on aircraft performance during
flight through intense convective weather, and operational decisions involving takeoff
and landing operations which could expose a flight to hazardous weather conditions.
4.1.3.4

Recommendation R20020177

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority place greater emphasis on the hazards of low-level flight through
thunderstorms and on the effect of windshear encounter during initial and periodic
recurrent training programs for all pilots.
4.1.3.5

Recommendation R20020179

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority ensure that operators of aircraft equipped with weather radar provide pilots
with initial and periodic recurrent training on the use and interpretation of weather
radar, and its limitations.
4.1.4

Additional Recommendation
Although many of the above recommendations arising from this report could be
implemented in isolation by the respective agencies, the ATSB considers that the
maximum safety benefit could be achieved by the adoption of a coordinated approach
by the agencies. Accordingly the ATSB issues the following recommendation:

4.1.4.1

Recommendation R20020178

The Australian Transport Safety Bureau recommends that the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority coordinate the activities of the Civil Aviation Safety Authority, Airservices
Australia and the Bureau of Meteorology in respect of implementation of the
recommendations arising from ATSB report BO/200100213.
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4.2

Safety action
As a result of this investigation, the following safety actions were initiated:

4.2.1

Civil Aviation Safety Authority
1. CASA advised that it is considering reviewing the procedures of the ATC group
[Airservices Australia] in advising aircraft of significant weather.
As a result of advice from CASA of this proposed safety action, the ATSB will
continue to monitor its progress until evidence is received of the implementation
of the proposed changes.
2. CASA advised that it is considering a review of the vectoring of aircraft to final
approach that increases workload for aircrew during poor weather approaches.
As a result of advice from CASA of this proposed safety action, the ATSB will
continue to monitor its progress until evidence is received of the implementation
of the proposed changes.
3. CASA advised that it proposes to explore the availability of Composite Moisture
Stability Charts as a worthwhile addition to the information available to aircrews.
As a result of advice from CASA of this proposed safety action, the ATSB will
continue to monitor its progress until evidence is received of the implementation
of the proposed changes.
4. CASA advised that it is developing Civil Aviation Safety Regulation Part 174,
which will prescribe the regulatory requirements and standards for organisations
providing meteorological services in support of air navigation and air traffic
services within Australia and its territories.
As a result of advice from CASA of this safety action, the ATSB will continue to
monitor its progress until evidence is received of the implementation of the
proposed changes.

4.2.2

Airservices Australia
1. Airservices Australia advised that following the release of the final ATSB report,
Airport Services will develop a refresher training module based on the
circumstances of this occurrence, and will mandate its completion for all Full
Performance Controllers.
As a result of advice from Airservices Australia of this proposed safety action, the
ATSB will continue to monitor its progress until evidence is received of the
implementation of the proposed changes.

4.2.3

Operator
1. The operator advised that it had developed a weather radar training package for its
flight crews, which included a weather radar CD and a revision of the Flying
Manual incorporating details of weather radar operation and flight crew action
during flight in heavy rain.
As a result of advice from the operator of this proposed safety action, the ATSB will
continue to monitor its progress until evidence is received of the implementation
of the proposed changes.
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2. The operator advised it was developing training material to enhance education of
flight crew on the performance deterioration of aircraft in heavy rain, and that
material would also be included in the Flying Manual.
As a result of advice from the operator of this proposed safety action, the ATSB will
continue to monitor its progress until evidence is received of the implementation
of the proposed changes.
3. The operator advised that its flight dispatch department had initiated a project to
integrate qualified meteorologists from BoM into its dispatch processes for a six
month trial period commencing June 2002. The primary objective of that safety
action was to permit an assessment of the operator’s flight dispatch processes and
initiate best practice improvements.
As a result of advice from the operator of this proposed safety action, the ATSB will
continue to monitor the outcomes of the safety action.
4. The operator advised that its flight dispatch department had introduced a
procedure for confirming that severe weather advice has been passed to Airservices
Australia (ATC).
5. The operator advised that its flight dispatch department was in the process of
updating the operator’s Flight Administration Manual (FAM) to reflect the flight
dispatch active operational control support role to flight crews.
As a result of advice from the operator of this proposed safety action, the ATSB will
continue to monitor its progress until evidence is received of the implementation
of the proposed changes.
6. The operator advised that it had modified standard approach calls to include the
requirement for a ‘500ft stable call’ at 500 feet above the landing threshold
elevation. This is to ensure that the aircraft is meeting the stable approach criteria
as stated in the Flight Administration Manual (FAM).
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APPENDIXES

Appendix 1 – Airborne weather radar
Weather radar emits a beam of microwave energy along the flightpath of the aircraft.
Water droplets along the flightpath of the aircraft reflect the microwave energy back to
the radar’s antenna, and that reflected energy is depicted as ‘weather returns’ on the
cockpit-mounted radar display. The strength of the returns is proportional to the size
and density of the water droplets.
The radar beams are progressively absorbed and scattered as they pass through the
atmosphere, and eventually the received signal may be too weak for detection. That
weakening, or attenuation, of the beams is caused by distance and/or precipitation.
Attenuation of the radar signal for airborne weather radar is greater than for ground
basec systems because the operating wavelength is shorter.
Attenuation due to distance arises from the fact that the microwave energy radiated
from the radar antenna is inversely proportional to the square of the distance it travels.
For example, the energy reflected from a target at 60 miles would be a quarter of that
reflected from a target at 30 miles.
Attenuation due to precipitation is more severe and less predictable. Because some of
the microwave energy is absorbed by precipitation, it may not extend completely
beyond the area of precipitation. If the beam is fully attenuated by heavy precipitation,
the radar display will indicate a radar shadow that appears to be the end of the
precipitation, but which actually extends further than is apparent from the display.
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Appendix 2 – Instability indices
A combination of telemetry emitted from a radiosonde carried aloft by a weather
balloon and radar tracking of the balloon provides weather forecasters with data from
upper air observations. The data includes temperature, moisture, pressure, wind speed
and direction, and forecasters analyse it to determine stability of the atmosphere and
the potential for severe weather.
The ingredients for the formation of a thunderstorm are unstable air, a lifting
mechanism, and high moisture content in the atmosphere. Meteorologists analyse
radiosonde data for the atmosphere, and from that analysis, they derive instability
indices that indicate whether conditions favour thunderstorm development and their
likely intensity. BoM calculates a variety of instability indices to assist in forecasting the
likelihood of thunderstorms, including their potential severity, during a particular
forecast period. However, these indices require specialised interpretation and are not
published in any of the aviation meteorological forecasts issued by BoM.
Lifted Index
The Lifted Index determines atmospheric stability. It is calculated by the formula
LI = T500 – TP500, where:
•

T500 is the environmental temperature in degrees C at 500 hPa

•

TP500 is the temperature in degrees C that a parcel of air will attain if it is lifted at
the dry-adiabatic lapse rate from the surface to the point where condensation
occurs, then at the saturated adiabatic lapse rate to 500 hPa.

Guidance on the risk of severe weather activity from the Lifted Index is determined by
the following parameters:
•

LI > 2

No significant activity

•

LI < 2 to 0

Showers probable, isolated thunderstorms possible

•

LI 0 to -2

Thunderstorms probable

•

LI < -2 to -4

Severe thunderstorms possible

•

LI < -4

Severe thunderstorms probable, tornadoes possible.

K Index
The K index concerns moist air at 700 hPa and its potential to contribute to air mass
thunderstorm development, or thunderstorms with no dynamic triggering
mechanism. It is calculated by the formula K = T850 – T500 + Td850 – (T700 –
Td700), where:
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•

T850 is the environmental temperature in degrees C at 850 hPa

•

T500 is the environmental temperature in degrees C at 500 hPa

•

Td850 is the dew point temperature in degrees C at 850 hPa

•

T700 is the environmental temperature in degrees C at 700 hPa

•

Td700 is the dew point temperature in degrees C at 700 hPa.

Guidance on the risk of air mass thunderstorms from the K Index is determined by the
following parameters:
•

K < 15

0 per cent air mass thunderstorm probability

•

15-20

<20 per cent air mass thunderstorm probability

•

21-25

20-40 per cent air mass thunderstorm probability

•

26-30

40-60 per cent air mass thunderstorm probability

•

31-35

60-80 per cent air mass thunderstorm probability

•

36-40

80-90 per cent air mass thunderstorm probability

•

K > 40

>90 per cent air mass thunderstorm probability.
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Appendix 3 – Bureau of Meteorology weather warning products
Public weather warnings
BoM’s Regional Forecasting Centres provide the Australian community with severe
thunderstorm warnings. These warnings are transmitted to radio and television
stations, to police and emergency services, and to BoM’s public access systems.
The community is warned of the risk of severe thunderstorms by a two-level warning
system. Short-term warnings (usually up to one hour ahead) can be issued for any
Australian State or Territory capital city and its immediate surrounds. Warnings are
issued whenever radar or other evidence indicates that severe thunderstorms are
present in, or are expected to enter, the designated warning area. They contain
information about the type of severe weather expected, for example, large hail,
damaging wind gusts etc., the places likely to be affected, and recommended protective
actions.
Longer-term advice, usually up to four hours ahead, can be issued for most parts of the
southern (non-tropical) half of mainland Australia. It is issued for areas in which the
atmospheric conditions indicate the potential for the development of severe
thunderstorms. However, the issue of each advice will usually be delayed until the
thunderstorms have begun to develop. Advice normally includes information about
the likely type of severe weather, its timing, and its expected location. It also includes
recommended preparatory actions.
Aerodrome warnings
BoM issues aerodrome warnings in accordance with international practice and by
regional or local arrangement. The warnings provide operators, aerodrome services,
and others concerned, with information about meteorological conditions that could
adversely affect aircraft on the ground, including parked aircraft, aerodrome facilities
and services.
The office responsible for the issue of TAFs and/or TTFs for an aerodrome is also
responsible for issuing warnings; specifically the office responsible for the TTF is
responsible for aerodrome warnings for the period of validity of the TTF.
Aerodrome warnings are provided for civil aerodromes that are under the control of an
aerodrome authority during periods when the authority’s staff are on duty. They are
also provided for RAAF and joint user airfields for which routine TAFs are prepared.
The service is restricted to these locations unless a specific request is received for
service in respect of another aerodrome.
The warnings relate to the expected occurrence of one or more of the following
phenomena:
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•

tropical cyclone

•

gale (mean speed of surface wind is expected to exceed 34 kt or when gusts in
excess of 41 kt are expected)

•

squall

•

thunderstorm

•

sandstorm

•

duststorm

•

rising sand or dust

•

hail

•

frost

•

hoar frost or rime

•

snow, and/or

•

freezing precipitation.

BoM issues these warnings to the relevant aerodrome authority for action and
redirection as it deems fit.
Lightning Alert Service for aviation ground staff
BoM provides a lightning alert service for aviation ground staff at some major capital
city airports where requested by the major airlines. The service is provided by the BoM
office responsible for aerodrome meteorological watch for the aerodrome, and is
implemented to meet the specific local requirements of the major airlines. Procedures
are location specific and developed in consultation with the local users. The service
consists of a series of alerts to advise of the existence of lightning phenomena within or
at specified distances from the aerodrome reference point.
GPATS (Global Positioning and Tracking Systems Pty. Ltd.) of Australia provides
lightning strike data to BoM’s Brisbane Regional Forecasting Centre. GPATS has
25 Lightning Position and Tracking System (LPATS) receiver stations located
throughout Australia that detect lightning strikes. These stations relay strike data to a
central computer system, where the time-of-arrival of a lightning transmission at three
different receiver stations is analysed to calculate the position of the strike to an
accuracy of 200 metres.
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Appendix 4 – NTSB Recommendations relating to hazardous
weather operations
The following NTSB recommendations may be applicable to the Australian context
and have been used as the basis for a number of the ATSB recommendations following
discussions with Airservices Australia, Bureau of Meteorology, and Civil Aviation
Safety Authority:
Air Traffic Services
Recommendation A-76-38

Modify or expand air traffic controller training programs to include information
concerning the effect that winds produced by thunderstorms can have on an airplane’s
flightpath control.
Recommendation A-80-118

Expedite the development of an integrated weather radar/air traffic control radar single
video display system capable of providing multiple weather echo intensity discrimination without derogation of air traffic control radar intelligence.
Recommendation A-86-73

To develop a thorough convective weather refresher course as part of recurring training
for all personnel actively engaged in the control of air traffic.
Regulatory Authority
Recommendation A-76-39

Modify initial and recurrent pilot training programs and tests to require that pilots
demonstrate their knowledge of the low-level wind conditions associated with mature
thunderstorms and of the potential effects these winds might have on an airplane’s
performance.
Recommendation A-80-136

The FAA require that the effects of precipitation-induced attenuation on X-Band
airborne weather radar be incorporated into airline training programs and that
airborne weather radar manufacturers include attenuation data in radar operators’
handbooks.
Recommendation A-83-26

The FAA advise air carriers to increase the emphasis in their training programs on the
effective use of all available sources of weather information, such as pre-flight meteorological briefings, ATIS broadcasts, controller-provided information PIREPs, airborne
weather radar, and visual observations, and provide added guidance to pilots regarding
operational (i.e., ‘Go/No Go’) decisions involving takeoff and landing operations
which could expose a flight to weather conditions which could be hazardous.
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Recommendation A-86-66

Issue an Air Carrier Operations Bulletin to direct Principal Operations Inspectors to
review those sections of company operations manuals and training curricula
pertaining to thunderstorm avoidance procedures to verify that flightcrews clearly
understand the policy that no aircraft should attempt to land or take off if its flight
path is through, under, or near (within a specified distance) a thunderstorm.
Aviation Meteorological Services
Recommendation A-76-32

Expedite the program to develop and install equipment, which would facilitate the
detection and classification, by severity, of thunderstorms within 5 NM of the
departure or threshold ends of active runways at aerodromes having precision
instrument approaches.
Recommendation A-77-64

Establish a standard scale of thunderstorm intensity and promote its widespread use as
a common language to describe thunderstorm precipitation intensity. Additionally,
indoctrinate pilots and air traffic control personnel in the use of the system.
Recommendation A-80-140

The National Weather Service require that all severe weather warnings and significant
radar observations issued by a National Weather Service office expected to affect the
airspace of an air traffic control approach control facility be transmitted by that office
to the facility by the most expeditious means possible.
Recommendation A-83-23

Expedite the development, testing, and installation of advanced Doppler weather radar
to detect hazardous windshears in airport terminal areas and expedite the installation
of more immediately available equipment such as add-on Doppler to provide for
detection and quantification of windshear in high risk airport terminal areas.
Recommendation A-86-71

To develop a position in major terminal facilities, to be staffed with National Weather
Service meteorologists or Federal Aviation Administration personnel trained for
meteorological observations, to be the focal point for weather information
coordination during periods of convective weather activity that adversely affects
aircraft and air traffic control system operations.
Aerodrome operators
Recommendation A-83-15

Record output data from all installed LLWSAS sensors and retain such data for an
appropriate period for use in reconstructing pertinent windshear events and as a basis
for studies to effect system improvement.
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Appendix 5 – SSFDR data plots
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